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Foreword 
Siberia's forest sector is a topic which has recently gained considerable international interest. 
IIASA, the Russian Academy of Sciences, and the Russian Federal Forest Service, in agree- 
illeilt with the Russian Ministry of the Environment and Natural Resources, signed agreements 
in 1992 and 1994 to carry out a large-scale study on the Siberian forest sector. The okerall ob- 
jective of tlle study is to focus on policy options that would encourage sustainable develop~nent 
of the sector. The goals are to assess Siberia's forest resources, forest industries, and infrastruc- 
ture; to examine the forests' economic, social, and biospheric function\; with these functions in 
mind, to identify possible pathways for their sustainable development; and to translate these 
pathways into policy options for Russia11 and international agencies. 
The first phase of the study concentrated on the generation of extensive and consistent 
databases for the total forest sector of Siberia and Russia. 
Tlle second phase of the study encompassed assessrne~lt studies of the greenhouse gas bal- 
ances, forest resources and forest utilization, biodiversity ancl landscapes, non-wood products 
ancl functions, environ~nental status, transportation infrastructure, forest industry and nlarbets. 
and socioecononlic problems. 
This report, carried out by Olga Upllyrltina from the Biology and Soil Sciellccs Illstitutc 01 
the Russian Academy of Sciences during her stay at  IIASA in 1996. is a contributio~i to tlle 
analyses of the issue of biodiversity. 
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Deforestation is the primary cause of species's habitat losses and, as a consecluence. a tleclille of 
the nunlber of iildividuals of populations and the size of distributions of forest-cl~velling aniinal 
species takes place. 
In the Russian Far East recent forest exploitation has affected populatiolls of several verte- 
brate species, and brought them to the edge of extinction. Current foreign investnlents in forest 
enterprises, and thus an expected rapid industrial development of tlle forest sector in tlir region, 
do not give hope for tlle threatened species survival linless urgent protectioli measules are taken. 
In this particular study, assessments of the influence of forest exploitation lias been done 
by studying the development of a couple of so-called key-stone species, namely the Ainur tiger 
and the Arnur leopard, the Himalayan Black Bear, and four endangered species of birds and 
bird communities. A detailed analysis of tlle species development has been carried out with 
respect to historical trends in distribution and populatioil size, current status and futurc trends. 
nlain factors of disappearance, relationship to forest practises, and existing and fnture protectioil 
nleasures 
Additionally, short assessnlents of the recent forest managenlent, tlle scale of current foreigii 
iilvestmellts in forest enterprises, and an overview of the present biodiversity status and tlie 
protected area system in the region have l~een carried out. 
vii 
1 Introduction 
Tlle Russian Far East (RFE)  is one of Russia's richest regions with respect t o  both biodiversity 
and natural  resources (Ministry of Ellvirollmelltal Protection and Nature Resources of Russian 
Federation, 199.5). T h e  geographic position, geodynamic, and clilnatic particularities have re- 
sulted in wonderful complexes of flora and fauna. In the juncture between boreal and southern 
subtropical forest ecosyste~ns, tropical plants and northerll coniferous trees are found ivrapped 
around each other in perfect symbiosis. 
The  Siberian taiga, which stretches from the Urals t o  the Pacific Ocean, co l l t a i~~s  about .50%, 
of the world's colliferous forest and nearly 20% of the world's growing stock (Shvidenlio ant1 
Nilsson, 1994). T h e  Siberian forest helps t o  mitigate global warming and constitute a natural 
heritage of international importance. These forests are  a treasure trove of biological diversity, 
especially in the Ussuriland forests of Sikhote-Alin mountain range in the  Russian Far East .  
This arpa contains over 3,000 higher plant species and is recognized by IITC'N as a Center for 
Plant Diversity (World Bank, 1995). These forests contain an  array of metlicillal plants. ailcl 
are the home range of the critically ellclaligered Siberian tiger (of \vhich only 2.50 a le  left i n  tlle 
mild), tlle Amur leopard (less than 30 allilllals esis t) ,  tlle Himalayan blacli beai and many other 
endangered species (Primorskiy Environmental Protection Committee. 1995). 
Siberian forests have always been the object of esploitatioil by tlle Rubsian timber industry. 
T l ~ e  Ussuriland forest, covered with cedar, is botli ecologically and culturally vital t o  the RFC. 
However, logging over the last 40 years has severely impacted rnllcll of the 'Irssurilantl I\olcan 
pine-broadleaved forests. Russian logging enterprises practiced destructive "high-grading .. 1>> 
logging the biggest and tlie best trees fro111 each area, and tllc clominant species of the ecosystem. 
Nevertlieless, the  threat of logging in the R F E  is now eve11 greater. 
In the RFE,  the situation has deteriorated since 1990. when the Russian eastern borders 
ivere opened, and the huge territory became available for foreign investnlents and international 
co~umercial esploitation. Now the RFE is one of the lnost dyllalnic regions iu Ruhsia's cllailgiilg 
econonly. and the  latest lnenlber of the Pacific Rim conlmunity. Due t o  the trementlo~lb btocli of 
natural resources, the geograpl~ical position of tlle region, and the potential 1)lmfit;~bility t l ~ e  lq'i~r 
Cast l ~ a s  at t racted a lot of businesslllell from Iiorea, .Japan, China. X o r t l ~  ,-\lue~ica. and Europc. 
The  lllaiil interest by the multillational colnpanies has been focused on invcstmcnt:, in forc5t 
enterprises. By opening the rich territories t o  foreign investments, the Russian Ciovernnlent See> 
tilnber as a quick source of cash t o  prop up an econoiny that  coiltillues t o  flounder. Thus. the 
forest of the R F E  may be tllreatened by large-scale logging, as  federal and regional g ~ \ ~ e r n i u e n t s  
struggle to  fintl a short-term answer t o  their severe economic prol~lems. They do not pay atten- 
tion t o  the  fact tha t  the Ussuriland forests also offer a potential for long-term en\ironmentally 
sustainable economies, based on non-timber forest protlucts. 
IVith reference t o  the above-mentioned, over the last five years forest-depentlent arli~llal and 
plant species populatiolls in the  R F E  have declined very rapidly as a result of both poaching and 
llabitat fragmentation and destruction. About 160-170 illdividuals of t l ~ e  fan1011s Xlllur tiger 
llas been lost between 1990 and the sulnmer of 1994, whicll has reduced the population fro111 
over 400 t o  250 individuals. Tlle last natural habitat,  the Sikhote-Alin taiga, is being destroyed 
very qlliclily by com~nercial harvesting of Iiorean pine and .Japanese oak, which are the  lnaiil 
conlpollellts of the tiger's forest habitat.  
.\nother esotic predator of the  Far East.  the critically endangered Xnlllr leopard. is in an 
even illore critical situation and is suffering from a~ltllropogellic activities. Today, only 2(j-30 
leopards are estimated t o  live in the wild, and are collfilled t o  tlle area of tlie Iictlrovay Pad'  
Zopo~w/rzzk. Only 10 purebred individuals live in the zoo? of the world. 
Tlle loss of natural habitat has dilnillisllecl the Himalayall black bear,  the hloilgoliall goral. 
the lllusk {leer, and many other mamlnal species and birds of by more than half and have led t o  
alteration of tlle bird communities. 
1.2 Objectives of the study 
Tlle illail1 objectives are: Based on the key-stone species, tlle Critically Endangered 
Anlur/Siberian Tiger (Pnnthera tigris nltaico), the Critically Eildangeretl Anlur Leopard (Porl- 
thcrn pc~r.rlz~s orientnli.~), the Endangered Ilimalayan I3lack Bear ( l ; r . ~ t ~ . ~  thiL~tclr2ll.\). and sonle 
entlangered species of birds and bird communities: 
1. To give a,n a.nalysis of the influence of the recent industrial developrllent in tlle R~lssiail 
forest sector with respect to  the status of species biodiversity, and to  nlalce projectioils on 
tlle future development. 
2. To analyze existing protection measures, and propose future protection needs for species 
conservation. 
To reach these goals, the following issues have been investigated for each species: 
Ilistorical trends of the size of distributions a.nd pop~la~tions.  
Current status and future trends. 
Driving forces for extinction. 
Relationsllip between developmel~t of tlle species and logging aild forestry niailageinent 
practices. 
Habitat protectioil needs for conservation of tlle species. 
To nlalce tlle analyses surnlountable, short assewnents have been carried out Lvitll i.c.sl)ect 
to current biodiversity status, protected area systenl, and recent and future tlevelopments ill the 
forest sector. 
1.3 Research inethods 
Tlle ~vorl; llas been done, based on an analytical review of existing literature; reports of tlilfc~.ent 
international agencies (R'orld Bank, etc.),  national (hlinistry of Environnlental Protection etc.)  
and regional organizations (Primorskiy Eilvironnleiltal Protectioil Coininittee), ancl l~asecl on 
conlillunicatioils with natural reserve staff, scientists from tlle Institutes of tlle Far East Divibioil 
of tlle Russian Academy of Sciences, staff froin tlle international projects: Sibcriorl Tiger. P r v j ~ c t ;  
Er~rironn~entnl  Policy 63' Technology Project; Siberin Forest Protection Project. 
2 The Russian Far East: General Assessment of 
Current Biodiversity Situation 
2.1 Iiltroduction 
The Russian Far East covers 6.22 million l;m2, which is 36,4% of tlle total Russian Fedelation 
territory (Figure 1). It corresponds to  about two thirds of the territory of the United States. 
Tlle Far East economical region includes several administrative subregions, wllicll are shown and 
listed in Figure 1. 
Tlle natural zones of the RFE varies from coniferous-broadleaved forest in Primors1;iy Iiray 
ant1 along tlle Amur lowland, over conifer forests (taiga), and to  north Arctic tundra. 
Tlle Far East is one of richest regions in Russia in term of natural resources. Intlu4trial 
developnlent of the region has already disturbed large areas of the territory. Today tlle rate 
of industrial developnleilt is increasing rapidly. As a consequence, some species of plants ant1 
aninlals have been greatly depleted or even pushed to  tlle edge of extinction. 
2.2 The  RFE - specific features of biodiversity 
The Russian Far East, especially its southern part, is a region of unique biotliversity. Tlie regioll 
possesses large, rich, and unusual temperate forests. These forests, conlbining features of the 
boreal taiga and plants of the southern subtropical forest, results in unusual ecosystems. Tllese 
ecosjstems are cllaracterized by polyclimatic structures, extrenle flora ant1 fauna richness, a 
corn1)ination of an intensive speciation process and old colnlnunity conservation, high biological 
protluctivity, and different colnples types of forest development. Altogether the forests play a11 
important role not only locally, but also in the whole Pacific Ocean Region. 
These forests are now virtually unique, as similar colnnlullities have been largely tlestroyetl 
in China. Japan, and in the Korean Peninsula. 
hluch of the Amur-Sakhalin region escaped the glaciation period, and by that formed a 
climatic refuge for numerous species, comlnunities and ecosystems, that are now found llowl~ele 
else. Compared to  other temperate ecosysterns, the level of elltlenlic plants antl inveltebrates 
present in the region is very high. The Sikhote-Alin Mountain area colltains over 3,000 higher 
plant species, and is recognized by UICN as a Center for Plant Diversity (II7orltl Bank, 1995). 
Sollle of tlle plant species are ancient, originating in the Tertiary Periotl, for instance, J'em 
( Tcrxz/.s ctr.spidnta), Amur cork tree (Phelloderzdroiz a r i ~ u r r r ~ s ~ ) .  Aralia (.-llnrzn corrlnirr). Gin- 
seng (Prrrlc~x yirzserzy), Limonnik/magnolia-vine (Schisc~rzrlra cinc.sis), Dimorphant (Iir11orirrl1n.r 
. % c ~ J ~ E  rizlob~.~), blicrohiota ( ~IIicrobiota clecz~sscr ta), different species of I\'illon. ( ,S'nll I. ). and tliff'er- 
ent Fern species. 
One third of all vertebrates present in tlle former Soviet ITnion. live i r ~  the Tar East (\\7011tl 
Bank, 1995). Nunierous allilllals and plants are endelllic to this 1)iol rgion, I~otll ~vit  11il1 R ~ ~ s \ i a  
and globally. Of these, many are rare and threatened with extinction. Esanlplcs of such animal? 
are: Xlllur or Siberian tiger (Pflntlztrrr tigris crltnzr.cr), Amur leopard ( Prlnthcln l~rrrr/rr s orrc 11- 
tcrlzs ), hlusk deer (A1oschu.s r~aoschiferus), Himalayan bears ( lirsus tlzibetrrrzvs us.srrr?ros), .\niur 
Cioral (hTeiizorhneclus cauclatus), Aniur forest cat (J'elis euptilura), Steller's sea eagle (Hrrlirrcet~r\ 
l)clrrgirtrs), Siberian spruce grouse (Falcipei~nis fr11cil1enrii.s). Japanese crane (G'r.u.5 jrrl)or~crisi%). 
LVhite-naped crane (Grtrs t~ipio), Blakiston's Fish Owl (Iietupn blcrki.\torl~). Brown 11an.l~ o~vl  
( ,\iirloz .scwiulnta), -4mur sturgeon (Acilxnse r nltdiro.str*is ), 13 species of freshrvater mns\el, 2 
spectacular species of swallo~vtail butterflies (S'rricinu.s 11,oizttln ant1 Atr~ophrrrzc~rrn (rlclr~ocrs). 
and several hundred species of vascular plants, ferns, lichens, liverworts, mosbes, antl fungi. 
In tlle Far East tlle numbers of rare and endangeretl vertebrate species. ill( lutlctl in t llc. 
foin~er Soviet Union Red Data Book, is t l ~ e  liighest in comparison ~vi th  all other. region> ol the 
country. There are 25 species of nlaiulllals red-listed (93), 39 species of I~ilds (of SO). I hpccie\ 
of alllpllibians and reptiles (of 46), 1 fish species (of 4), (Rare \.ertel)rates of the Soviet Far Cast 
ant1 their Protection, 1989'). These numbers are indicators of the 1)iotli~ersity richne>s of the 
region, and also the negative influellce of anthropogenic activities. 
2.3 Priillorskiy Kray: Current fauna status 
Prilnorskiy I<ray (Primorye) is the richest region in the RFE in term of biodiversity. It hosts 
60 lllammal species (25%) of a total of 245 found in Russia, and 380 bird species (61%)) of' a 
total of 620 in the whole Russia (Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resourcrs 
of Russian Federation, 1995). 
Originally, the whole Kray mas covered by coniferous-broadleavcd forests wit11 Iioreall 
pinelcedar, Ayan fir, silver fir, Daurian larch as the clominallt species. However, during tlle last 
decades. due to illtensive collllnercial harvesting. a significallt part of the prilnary coniferous- 
broadleaved forest has been alterated into secol~clary tleciduous forest. Even in tlle lelnaining 
forests, such species as Japanese oak (Quercus inongolzcn), Mallcllurian walnut (.Juglr~r~.\ rrrcrr~- 
~htrricn), Iiololnicta vine (Actiiziclin kolonzicta), and Alllur grape ( Ifitis nnzurri1.si.5). which play 
' I n  tlie hook, the Fast East is not including Yakutia 
an inlportant role in lnany animal's lives, have disappeared as a consequence of changes in the 
forest formations. 
Alteration of the ecosystems have resulted in degradation of habitats, and in a dranlatic 
decrease in the numbers and distributions of forest-dependent species. Examples on this tle- 
velopment are the Amur tiger, the Amur leopard, the spotted deer, the Alnur goral. the red 
~volf, tlle Far East forest cat, the Himalayan black bear, and a great nlilnber of 1)ird species. 
According to  data from tlle Federal Department of Hunting and Gaming, tlle numbers of sollle 
rare vertebrate species in 1974 were : spotted deer - 670-700 individuals, Anlur goral - 700. 
Himalayan black bear - 1,500-3,000, Amur leopard - 38-46 illdividuals (Pikunov c t  ol.. 197-1). 
Some of the species are included in the IUCN Red Data Boolt: the Red wolf, tlle Anlur 
leopard, the Amur tiger, tlle Amur goral, the Scaly-sided Merganser, and others. 
Altogether, in the Primorskiy Iiray, 20 species of mammals and 82 species of birds were 
registered as rare and endangered in 1994 (Primorskiy Environmental Protection Committee. 
1995). 
Intensive industrial development has been the major cause of habitat degraclation for a 
number of llunting species. The most colnfortable living areas, sucll as river valleys. lo~vlands. 
footllills are involved in industrial development and by that puslling anilnals out fronl their best 
llabitat areas. Many of them, having a low tolerance to new environments. are at lligll risk. 
Econonlic instability, absence of needed control aud high prices of aninla1 protlucts 011 tllt 
black nlarltet in China and Korea have promoted a strong increase in poaclling. hlainly dne to 
poachiug, 160-170 of tlle famo~ls Amur tigers have been lost l~et~veen 1990 autl tlle sunlnler of 
1994, ~vhich reduced tlle population from over 400 to 2.50 individuals dilring four years (Pikul~oi,.  
1994). Other valuable allilnals on the Chinese market are tlle EIinlalayall blacb bear. tlle Xnlur 
leopard. and several species of deer. 
Tlle Russian Far East is characterized by unique conlplexes of biodiversity. hIany plant alld 
allinla1 species are endemic to tlle bioregion, both witl~in Russia and \vorltl~vide. Iioivc~vc~r. rapid 
indllstrial developnlent llas affected lnany of these species. 
-2lteration of ecosystenls leads to habitat destruction and fragnlentation of forest-tltl)ei~tlcnt 
species, ant1 therefore decreasing tlle numbers of populations and tlle l ~ a l ~ i t a t  distr i l~~~tionh.  
Poaclling is tlle second cause for decline of populations in t lle RFE, especially tliiring t lle 
last several years. 
3 The System of Protected Area in the Russian Far East 
Despite the fact the Far East is the richest region in tern1 of biodiversity, all forms of protected 
areas occupy only approximately 3% of the total territory (Ministry of Environlnental Protectioll 
and Natural Resources of Russian Federation, 1994). 
Being tlle part of the united Russian protected area system. the Far East has tlle sanle types 
and forms of protected territories, which are described below. Tlle RFE, however, llas no single 
National Park, but there is a plan to create a number of them in the near future. 
The acllninistration and management, by the Federal government, of the Rl~ssian protected 
area system have a lot of problems presently, reflecting the current political ant1 eco~lonlic 
sit~iation in Russia. 
3.2 Types and forms of protected areas in Russia and their role in the 
preservatioil of biological diversity 
In tlie effort of protecting flora and fauna and to conserve significallt landscapes and ecosystems. 
Russia has created various types and forms of protected territories. Mucll of Russia's biological 
diversity is preserved in tlie form of strictly protected scientific reserves - Zul~ovcdniks. Tlle 
National Park system, which is only thirteen years old, is another major conlponent of federally- 
nlanaged protected areas. Zwkaztziks (special purposes reserves) and Nature hlonuments. which 
can be established on tlie federal and regional levels, play a nlore significant role at  the regional 
level, fornliilg the backbone of a regionally-administered protected area networli. 
By December 1994, Russia liad 88 Zapovedniks, covering a total area of 29,120,800 ha ( 1.42%) 
of Russia's territory); 28 national parks, covering 6,443,100 ha (0.38% of Russia's territory); and 
inore tlian one thousalld regional Zukazniks and Nature ~ lonuments  covering approsinlately 4%) 
of Russia's territory (JVorld Bank, 1995). 
Other than their main function - to preserve biological diversity - Russia's protected area 
systern provides inany other importailt functions, such as educational functions and recreatio~lal 
and aesthetic values. 
3.2.1 Znpovedniks (Strict Natural Reserves) 
Tlie Znpozlcdrziks system is unique for Russia, and is regarded as one of t l ~ e  oldest and most 
effective protected area systems ever established. In tlle former Soviet ITnion, tlle systc~ll of 
Z(llJovcdr2iks coinprised the primary and tlle most inlporta~lt type of protected areas. They fall 
within category I of the IUCN classification of protected areas. which is tlle strictest level of 
protection. 
Tlie first Zc~povedrziks - Barguzinskiy, near Lake Bailial. and Iiedrotlclycl Pad' in tlle Far East 
were created in 1916. From the beginning, the Z~rpovedr~iks were illtended to be scientific out- 
door laboratories and classroon~s for scientists. Thus, liunlan activities ~vithin Znpo1~dr1iX.s are 
restricted to science and reserve maintenance. Free fro111 econoinic activities. they are cscelleilt 
nlodels for conlparison of natural ecosystem processes and functions of areas nit11 hullian cliqt rlr- 
bances. Research ant1 monitoring data, collected for decade:, and accumulated ill Znyol~ct/r?lk.h 
archives, give importailt and valuable information. 
Zcrpo1~cc1rzik.s comprise the most significant geographical areas in terins of I~iological diversity: 
species, their habitats and ecosysteln representations. A rather large nuinber of Zf11I0z7Edl?ik.s have 
been establisl~ecl. Many of them are adjacent to, or surroundetl by, estensive ~viltlerness areas. 
~ v l ~ i c l ~  remarliably increase the effectiveness of the coilservatioll of virgin ecosysteins. Presently. 
Z(ll~oz~tclr1ik.s conserve populatioils of inore tllan two-thirds of the rare and enclailgerecl species 
listed in tlle Russian Red Data Book. Tliey preserve: from 400 to 1400 species of higher plant,. 
representing 20-30% to 60-80% of the vascular plant communities witliin tlle floristic zones of' 
Russia; 1G8 species of terrestrial mammals (69% of the terrestrial mamnlals identifietl in Russia): 
515 species of birds (83% of the birds in Russia); 40 reptile species (61%) of reptiles in Russia); 
and 26 species of amphibians (96% of anlphibians in Russia) (World Banli. 1995). 
Most of tlle Zapovedniks are managed directly by tlle Division of Nature Reserve hlanage- 
ment, which is part of the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources. Four 
Zc~pooedniks are managed by the Russian Academy of Sciences. 
3.2.2 National Parks 
Tlle National Park systelil in Russia is a Inore recently establislled protected area systeni. 'I'lle 
first ones Loniriy Ostrov and Sochi were establislled in 1983. National parks fall uiltler category 
I1 of tlie IUCN classification of protected areas. They are created for tlle protectioil of natural 
ecobystems and cultural heritage. National Parks allow controlled eclucational, recreational. 
scientific and cultural activities. In Russia, it is expected that they ivill play an importa~lt  role 
in development of ecotourism, wllich is not allowed within Zapoverlniks. 
One of the distinguished features of the Russian National Parks is a focus on protection 
of representative ecosystems within a bioregion, while National Parks in tlle IJnited States, 
for esample, mainly protect unique geological features or "beautiful" landscapes (Newel1 aiitl 
IVilson, 1996). Rough estimates conclude that  up to 800 vascular plant species and nlore tlian 
200 vertebrates (190 birds and 50 mammals) have been registered in the esisting National Parlis 
(\\:orld Bank, 199.5). 
National Parks are established and financed by the Federal government. ('urrently. the 
majority of the National Parks (26 of 28) are considered as objects of the Federal Forest Service. 
but most of them are directly managed by the regional units of the Federal Forest Service. 
3.2.3 Zakazniks 
Zriknznik.s are a type of protected areas where temporary or pernianent linlitations exist on 
sonle forms of econonlic activities in order to  protect an ecosystem or a particular animal/plant 
species. Sometimes the restrictions on economic activities are only valid during spccific seasons. 
The Z(rkazi2iks fall within category IV of 1UC:N classification systenl of protectetl areas. 
Z(ik(iznik.s can 1)e founded by federal or regional governments. There are 69 federal ZnXcl:nlX.+ 
currently in Russia, covering a total of 11,.500,000 ha, and more than one tliou~alid regional 
Zrrkrizr~iks. covering about 44,000,000 ha. Some '70% of the Zriknzn~ks protect tlle fauna. 12% 
are botanical reserves, otllers are landscape or geological reserves (Ne\rell and \Vilson, 199(i\. 
hlost of the Zrikoaniks have been organized with tlle objective to protect tlle commercial 
llunting rather than to protect game species. Therefore, Inore is lino\~li about the commerrially 
valual~le wildlife tlian about the biological diversity of these areas. \Vitliin the federal ZnX.(iznik.+, 
21 rare (which are listed in the Russian Red Data Booli) mammals, and 68 rare birds haire heen 
registered (M'orld Bank, 1995). 
Russian Z(ikclzniks are managed and protected by two rliain bodies, tlle State Game lnspec- 
tion, a subdivision of tlle Department of Hunting and Game blanagelnellt of tlie Ministry of 
,;2griculture, and the Federal Forest Service and its regional units. 
3.2.4 Natural Monuments 
Natural Alonuments are designated to  protect objects of a special interest. \vllicll can Ile a 
unique natural or man-made ones. They fall under category I11 of tlie IUCN classification. Tlie 
objectives of Nature Monunlents are very similar to those of tlle Zuliriznik.~. I-Io\vpver, tlue to t Iic 
quite sinall territories of the Natural Monuments (from 100 m2 to SO0 ha) ,  they call not provitlc 
an appropriate level of ecosystem protection. 
Natural nlonuments are managed by local coillmittees of the I\/linistry of Environmental 
Protectio~i and Natural Resources. 
3.2.5 Other forins of protected areas 
Other forms of Russian protected areas, which sllould be mentioned, are tlie Territorics of 
Traditional Natural Use, the Nature Parks (Prirodrzye Purki), the Private Nature Reserves. 
nlicro-sanctuaries for insects, wetlands protected under international conventions. Scientific for- 
est reserves, green belts around cities and towns, and many others. Also, "special protected 
forests" are designated by tlle Federal Forest Service and they llave different types of restric- 
tions and lnanagenleilt rules. 
Table 1. Estent of Zapoveclniks and Zakazniks in the Fa.r East in the beginning of 1996. 
Zapoued~lzks Zakazn  zks 
Primorskiy Iiraya 6 13 
Iihabarovskiy Iiray 4 2 5 
Amur Ohlast' 2 2 2 
Sakhalin Ohlast '  2 14 
AIagadan-Chukotka Region 2 7 
Iiamcliat ka 2 1 $1 
Yaliut ia 2 2 0 
All 2 0 120 
"Zapovedniks and Zakazniks of Primorskiy Iiray are shown in Figure 2 
Source: Newel1 and Wilson, 1996. 
3.3 Nunlbers and scale of Znpouedniks and Znknzniks in the R F E  
In 198.5 the Russian Far East had 16 Zapovec1rzik.s with a total area of 6,179,951 million ]la 
(Rodger, 1990). At that time, 109 Zc~ka=lzik.s esisted and represented 30% of the whole territory 
(Rotlger, 1990). 
Presently. (in the beginning of 1996), 20 Zapovtclniks and 120 Ztrkcrzniks esist in the RFE. 
The cstent of protected areas is shown in Table 1 for each administrative re,' 01011. 
Due to the fact that many of the regional Zc1kc~znik.s esist only "on paper", Ze~pouct1nik.s 
can be collsidcred as the only protected areas, where biodiversity is conserved more or less 
sufficiently. 
Names and sizes of all Zapocecliziks, their status, and the area protected in each administrative 
region of the RFE are presented in Table 2. 
3.4 Protected area system: Current status and problellls 
3.4.1 General assessment 
Despite the nlumber and areas of Russian protcctetl tcrritories, inany plant ant1 animal specie\ 
of tlle country are still outside any considerations of conservation and protection. AIoreover, tlle 
\vllole protected area system has nnmerous problems. 
Since Russia is currently in a transition to a marliet economy, Zc~povec1izik.s. Z(lk(~znik.s, ailcl 
other forms of protected areas, can hardly fulfill their major missions, namely to protect the 
biological diversity of the country, or any other functions, for which they were esta1)lishetl. 
The nlaill problenls affecting the Russian protected area systeill arc tlle de>truction of the 
centralized administration, lack of coordination and control, lack of united inanagenlent and 
planning structure, lack of funding and of public awareness, and bad regiollal inanagement. 
The Division of Nature Reserve hlanagement (within the Ministry for Enviro~l~nental Protec- 
tion), \vhich is responsible for policy making, management, finances and staffing of Zcryovct1i~ik.s 
has been destroyed and lost its power. Protected area management is now divided alllong several 
agencies, each of which has a number of departments with different functions. The result of this 
transition is a decreased responsibility for the protected areas. 
Budgets for all forms of protected territories have been cut dramatically over the last five 
years. Most of Znpoveclniks are currently operating with less than 30% of their original budgets. 
As a result law enforcement has declined and scientific research is going down. 
In co~llparison with otluer parts of the world, the huge territory of former Soviet ITniou lias 
the least protected areas (Table 3) .  Thus, there is a great need for espansion o l  the protected 
territories network. However, the esistiilg mechanisms for tlesigllation and creation of such ue\v 
areas are inadequate and poor. 
Table 2. Z(rpove(1niks of the Russian Far East in 1996. 
Administrative Total area 
region under protection 
(area, kin2) Zapovedilzks Area, k n ~ ' ~  Statusa (ill perceiitage) 
Primorskiy Iiray 6 6391.14 3.85 
(165.9*1000) 3 42 ( land) 
I<edrovaya Pad'  178.97 Zapovednik of the R A S ~  
Ussuriyskiy 404.32 Zapovednik of the RAS 
Sikhote-Alin 3499.50 +29.0 (aqu) Biosphere reserve 
Lazovskiy 1200.24 Federal Zapovednik 
Far East Marine 12.2 + 630.20 (aqu) Zapovednik of the  RAS 
Lake I<hanka 379.81 + 56.90 ( a c l ~ ~ )  Fcderal Zapovednik 
I<l~abarovsliiy I<ray 4 7348.12 U.SY 
(824.6*1000) 
Bol'sliekl~ekhtsirskiy 45 1.22 Federal Zapovednik 
Iion~somol'skiy 638.66 Federal Zapovednik 
Verlil~ne-Bureinskiy 3584.41 Federal Zapovetlnili 
Botchinskiy 2673.80 Federal Zapovc~dnili 
Ainur Oblast '  2 1972.5 0.54 
(363.7*1000) 
Zeyskiy 993.90 Federal Zapovednili 
Iihinganskiy 978.36 Federal Zapo~ednik  
SaL11alin Ohlast '  2 1202.59 1.38 
(S7.1*100Oj 
Poroiiayskiy 566.94 Federal Zapovetlliili 
Iiuril'skiy 635.65 Federal Zapovednik 
hIagadan-Cl~ukot~ka 2 16794.55 1.4[) 
Region 
(1.199.:3*100U) 
RIagadanskiy 8838.05 Federal Zapovetlnik 
Wrangel Island 7956.50 Fetleral Zapovednil; 
Iiamchat,ka Oblast '  2 47476.79 10.05 
(472.3*1000) 
Iironot,skiy 10990.00 Bioshere reserve 
I<ommandorskiy 36486.79 Federal Zapovednili 
Yakutiya 2 22801.08 0.73 
(3.103.2*1000) 
1Tst'-Lenskiy 14330.00 Federal Zapovedilik 
Olyokminskiy 8471.06 Federal Zapovednili 
The Russian 2 0 
Far East 
(6.216.1*1000~ 
^Sources: hlinistry of Ellvirollmental Protection aud Natural Resources, 1994. 
"RAS = Russia11 Academy of Sciences. 
Table 3. Worldwide protected areas." 
IUCN cat,egories 1-111 All IUCN categories 
% % 
World 3.04 5.17 
Russiab 1 .S3' 
Asia 1.31 
Europe 0.99 
North and Central Aillerica 7.03 
South America 3.35 
Oceania 7.98 
Africa 2.99 
"World Conservation Monitoring Cent.er, lYY?. 
bbfinistry of Enviro~lmental Protection and Na.ture Conservation of R.ussian Federation, 1994. 
'Russian Zapovedn ib  and National Park fall to IUCN categories 1-111. 
d ~ h i s  figure does not inch~de the regional level Znkazniks. 
Table 4. Examples of disturba.nces in Zal)ouedniks and sums of fines collected in 1994. 
Types of 
clist.urhailce 
Numl>rr of cl~st urhances Fines 
clist u r l ~ ~ l ~ c e b  Number S u ~ n  (in $) 
Illegal forest harvesting 1 I 
Illegal haying and pasturing 1 
Illegal fishing 144 
Illegal hullting 68 
Illegal gathering of nuts, 
berry, mushrooms, etc. 2 3 
Illegal visits 4 2 
Illegal fires 1 3 
11 2 7 
1 - 
144 - 
No data 632 
Source: Primorskiy Environmental Protection Co~ntt~itt ,ee. 1995. 
3.4.2 Priinorskiy Kray: Main probleills and trends in the 
protected area systein 
Primorskiy Iiray has 6 Zrrl)oucdiiiks, 13 Z(rk(r:ii~X'.\ and 1.52 Natural hiIoilulnellts (of ivliich 147 have 
not been officially approved 1,et) (Newel1 ant1 \\'ilbon. 1996). The Primorskiy I<ray Zupouedniks 
and Zrikazniks are sllown in the Figure 2. 
Notwithstanding the relatively lligll percentage of strictly protected lands (3.42%, Table 2),  
the existing protected area system can not guarantee conservation of rare and endangered species 
of plants and aninlals of the region eve11 within these areas. This is due to: 
1. Borders of Inany Zopoz~etl7liks and Zokcrzi?ik.\ have been made without consideration of the 
ele~llentary units for conservation. 
2. Populations of many rare and endangered plant and anilnals species have not been included 
in the protected areas. For instance. the recently established Hankayskiy Zapouednik in- 
cludes only 37,000 ha, leaving tivo thirds of the populations of major protected species in 
the region outside t lie protected territory ( Primorskiy Ellvironmental Protection Commit- 
tee, 199.5). 
The situation is aggravated by the fact that during the last years the effectiveness of scientific 
and protective work has decreased dramatically due to lack of funding. Absence of required 
control and measures of punishment llas led to hignificant increase in a nunlber of different 
disturbances within protected areas (see Table 4) .  
For the long term, the Primorsliiy Iiray Ecological Program (1993) has planned the en- 
lalgement of all types protected areas (see Figure 2). However, the developments of nature 
protection initiatives and exploitation of natural resources in the region have resulted in strong 
contradiction between each other. For example: 
Tlle planned expansion of the Sikhote-Alin Biosphere reserve to the east contradicts with 
future industrial developnlent of a silver deposit, discovered in that territory (l'rinlorskiy 
Environnlental Protection Committee, 1995); 
Due to shortage of coal in the region, it was decreed by the Iiray Administration to develop 
tlle Ballevurovskoe coal mine, located near tlle Ussuri Zapovednil;; this developlnellt mill 
result in a changed water regime of the Komarovka river (in the territory of the Zapoved- 
nik). As a consequence of the changed water regime the river's biota will change, ~vhich is 
the richest of all rivers of the Far East (Primorsliiy Environmelltal Protection Committee, 
1995). 
Despite the existing level of protection, on the territories of many Znknzniks (for instance, 
the Taezhny and the Vasil'kovskiy) commercial harvesting is carried out. Both of these 
Zakaz~ziks are under the threat of elimination due to growing requirelnellts of wood in the 
region. 
Thus, the protected area system in the Prirnorskiy Iiray is affected by similar prolllems, 
wllich are characteristic for all of Russia's protectetl area system. However, due to  the large 
stock of natural resources, tlle protected territories in the Iiray are, perhaps, under a bigger 
threat. 
Tlle nlost effective and efficient way of conserving biotliversity may be to protect specie5 in their 
hallitat areas. For this reason, Russia has created a vast networli of areas with tliffeienl tleglces 
of protection. However, the existing system doe5 not match the needs of biodiversity protection. 
IvIoreover, the whole system is suffering fro111 lack of centralized lllanagelllent and control, lac], 
of funding, and lllally other problems. 
Growing industrial developnlent of the Far Eastern region, especially the enhancement of 
wood and lllinerals estraction, threatens the protected area system. and therefore, the unique 
biodiver5ity of the region. 
Tlle regional government should pay nlore attention to collservation meaqures of tlle local rich 
flora and fauna, promote the creation of new protected areas. and maybe develop quqtainable 
long-term ecotourislll in the region as a source of money, rather than developing d ~ s t r u c t i \ e  
short-term estractions of the natural resources. 
To prevent colltradictions between industrial developillent and nature protectioil initiative> 
in tlle region, comprehensive cost-benefit analyses and environmental impact assessillents sllould 
be performed in each individual case. 
4 Assessment of the Russian Forest Exploitation in the Region 
Forest covers 45% of the Russian Far East. Different scientists estimate that 25%) to .5O% of 
the forest are still undisturbed by harvests (Newel1 and Wilson, 1996). This figure is lllucll 
higher tllan in other industrial countries. Most of the forest is concentrated in Iihabarovsliiy 
and Primorskiy Iirays. 
In Prinlorye the percentage of forested land of the total land area is 73% with a range of 
(i%,-92X1 in different subregions of tlle Iiray (Primorskiy Envirollmental Protection ('ommittee. 
1995). In Iihabarovskiy Iiray the average forest cover is 60%) (The Forest Fund USSR, 1990). 
Iihabarovskiy Iiray leads in timber production, having about 40% of the total timber pro- 
duction in the RFE. Primorskiy Iiray is the second largest producer. Timber esports constitutes 
20-2.5% of the total timber production, and the export is increasing. Most timber esports are 
transportetl to Japan in tlle form of raw logs (90%) (Newel1 and Wilson, 1'396). 
Table 5. Harvest of individual forest species in Prilnorskiy Iiray, in tllousailds of n13 
Year Cedar  Deciduous species 
1966 33,000 460 
1978 25,000 590 
1988 24,000 800 
Source: Primorskiy I<ray Ecological Program, 1993. 
4.2 Forest exploitatioil in the Russian Far East 
4.2.1 Forests and forestry 
The forests of the Far East have been subject to  exploitation by the Russian timber industry 
since the beginning of industrial development of the region. 
In the last century, old-growth cedar-broadleaved or coniferous forests covered 90% of the 
Prinlorskiy Iiray (Rosenberg, personal communication). Since that time, heavy logging dra- 
nlatically reduced the forest stock of native forests to 20-.50% of tlle forested area, depending 
upon the region. Most of the logging has been concentrated to  coniferous species. lnainly to tllc 
Iiorean pinelcedar (Pinus korcrie~zsis) (Table .5). 
At present. cedar forests2 are occupying 19.6% of the total forest land, and h and spruce 
forest 24.2% (Priinorskiy Environmental Protection Committee. 199.5). 
After harvesting, coniferous forests are being replaced by deciduou5 ~rarieties, wit11 l~irch ant1 
lime as do~llinant species. The ecological functions of the forests - liydrological role, habitat 
rapacity. etc. - are dramatically changetl by this transition (Rosenberg. 1972). 
In 1989, logging of Iiorean pinelcedar (Pinu.5 korcrien.si.s ) was prohibitetl. Ho~vcver, it red ucetl 
only the reported amount harvested. lllegal logging of cedar increasetl instead. 
Despite a general decline in the timber production in tlle region over tlic last fe~v years. 
exports of coniferous species (in particular Iiorean pine) have 1.crnainetl relativcljr constant. 
exports of oak and ash are increasing (Newel1 and Jl'ilson, 1996). 
4.2.2 Logging technologies 
In the Russian Far East the timber industry llas usetl two nlain technologies: ..high-gratling" 
selective cut,ting (213 of the logging carried out) ,  and small-scale clearcutting (113) (Ne~vell ant1 
J17ilson, 1996). 
Russian "high-grading" selective ha.rvesting, which is usually practiced, is a lnetllocl wliere 
only the largest and the most commercially valuable species a,re ta,ken. Such select,ive logging is 
~vithdra~ving commercial timber species, and introduces other species cha.racteristic for seconda.ry 
 forest,^. It also nlodifies or removes animal habitats and food sources, ant1 t,lius has a detrimental 
effects on forest-dwelling animal species. 
Only in Primorye, so called 'Lconditional-clea.r" cutting (or 'Lvoluntary-selection") 11a.s been 
int,roduced and sta.rted to  be used in the beginning of the 19SOs. This mctllotl interchallges a 
lmnd of clearcut area with a ba.nd of uncut forest. Despite some negative fea.tures. this methot1 
gives an opportunity for relatively fast natural regelleration of the forest. 
One of the most negative features of the Russia.n timber industry is the use of heavy outdated 
logging and transport machinery, and ba,d road construction. 
One of the good features, however, is that according to  the Russian forestry la.ws, logging is 
prohibited on slopes esceeding 30 degrees, and clearcutting on slopes exceeding 20 degrees. 
4.2.3 Reforestation 
Natura.1 reforesta.tioi1 is the most practiced method for regeneration in tlle Russian Far East. 
Russiaa scientists consider forest plantations as simple tree farms, wllich never call reconstruct 
2 ~ o r e s t  is considered as cedar forest if cedar represents 203, of the total gro\ving stock. 
11 
a complex, dynamic aa.tural forest. Monocultural forest can not provide ecological niches for 
varieties of plant and animal species. Therefore, most ecologists prefer logging and regeneration 
methods that do not require artificial regeneration. 
However, artificial reforestation appears to  have increased during tlle last couple of years, due 
to  investlnents by interllational timber enterprises, wllicll iise large-scale clearcutting follo~vetl 
by artificial reforestation. 
4.3 Current threat to the forests in the RFE 
Due to  both the tremendous stock of natural forests and the economic-geographical position of 
the region, tlie Russian Far East has attracted a lot of multinational forest companies since the 
eastern borders were opened in 1990. These companies are investing a substantial amouat of 
nloney in joint tiinber enterprises. 
Most of the multinational timber corporations use the large-scale clearcutting technology for 
estraction of the timber. It causes strong soil erosion, clogging of river systems and reduces the 
rich topsoil necessary for forest regrowth. 
I11 tlle conditions of an unstable economy, tlle Russiaii governincnt see these joint enterpriseh 
as a fast source for money and pay limited attenti011 to  the degradation of the ei~\ironnlent. 
Wit11 tlle new western technology, coupled with a worldwide dellland for logs. t l ~ c  Ru\>ian 
tiinber industry is able to  clearcut large s~vatlis of forest. Furtliernlore, tliis technologj. allo~vh 
logging on areas that  were i~iaccessible before. 
The Fa.r Eastern coniferous-broa,dleaved forest has been subject to  ha,rvesting by tlie R.ussian 
timber industry a.nd lias been impa.cted severally, especially during the last 40 yca,rs. Iiorean 
pine/ceda,r is a species, wllicll 11a.s been strongly estracted. The primary coniferous-broatlleave(I 
forest lms been repla.ced by secondary broadleaved forests in most parts of the territory. decreas- 
ing tlie ecological functions of tlle forests. 
Russia.n forest enterprises llave used "lligll-grading" aiid bbco~lditional-clearc~it" tccl~nologies 
for the timber harvest. It has let1 to  detrinlentation of forest genetic tlivrrsity, ant1 tlestructioi~ 
and fragment,ation of a.nima,l habitat a,rea.s. 
However, the old Russian practices can not be coinpared with the ecological (levastation now 
being carried out by tlie  neth hods enlploying large-sca.le clearcutting tecl~nologies in ortlcr lo  
obtain inespensive, high quality timber. 
5 Assessment of Major International Investments in the Forest 
Industry in the Russian Far East 
Tlie Russian Far East, especially the Primorskiy I<ray (also called the Maritinle Territory). 
tllailks to its geographical location and rich natural resources. is today one of tlie inost dynalnic 
and promising areas for the changing Russian economy. Originally, the region was viewed a5 a 
military outpost which protected Russia's border to the East. Nowadays it is the eastern gatc 
opening for international cooperation, and the latest member of the Pacific Rim conlnllinitj,. 
International long-term programs of economic reforms are considered to lrlake tlle hilaritimc 
Territory a leader in the econonlic transition of the entire Asia-Pacific Region. 
Yevgeny Nazrateako, Governor of Primorskiy I<ray, said: 
"Our territory, as a, large tra,nsport hub which ha~ndles a.nd services one-t,llirtl of 
all R.ussia.'s esports, is very attractive. The Maritime Territory boasts a unique 
coiubina.tion of mineral wealth, including fuel aiid energy resources. Tlie iila,rine ant1 
inland biological potential offers anotller attractive investment opportunity . . . . In 
the past 18 months, the turnover of companies with foreign investments has increased 
10-fold on the Russian domestic market. We have been working on a program to  
est,ablisll a special custom regime in the Far East, in order to create an attractive 
elivironnlent for foreign investors."[Nazratenko, 19961 
One of the major interests of the foreign investors has been the development of forest enter- 
prises. 
5.2 Two Memoranda 
The Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission has been praised for promoting US-Russian cooperation 
as well as a trallsition to denlocracy and a free market in tlle Russian Federation. It developed a 
RiIemoralldum of Understanding (MOU) for environmental protection that supports initiatives 
led by the Ellvironlnental Protection Agency. US Fish and Wildlife Service, and other govern- 
lnelltal agencies for the promotion of the environlzlent and for the protection of biodiversity. 
At tlle same time Ron Brown, former US Secretary of Commerce, and Russian AIinister of 
Foreign Economic Relations Oleg Davydov signed a "Wood, Pulp. and Paper Memorandum of 
rrnderstanding". This MOU is being implemented on the Russian side by Miron Tatzur, Director 
of the firm Roslesprom - the State Russian Timber Industry C'onipany (Pacific Environment k 
Resources Center, 1995). 
''Despite Vice-President Gore's commitment to global environment. the wood, pulp 
and paper MOU could undermine all the forest protection initiatives underway in 
Siberia and the Russian Far East. Lacking strict, clear environmental guidelines 
and controls, the wood, pulp and paper RIOU is likely to prolnote uncontrolletl US 
investment into the corrupt Russian timber industry and give green light to activities 
\t71iicll cause great harm to forests," 
said Da.vit1 Ciordon, director of the Siberia Forest Protection Project in Tlle Pacific Environ~llcnt 
and Resources Center. 
5.3 Major ii~ternational iilvestilleilts in the timber industry3 
5.3.1 Hyundai Logging Joint Venture 
Hyundai Corporation (South Korea) and two Prilnorskiy regional timber enterprises (Primor- 
lespronl and Terneyles) signed a 30-year agreenlent with the Primorsliiy Iirai goverlunent in 
1991. The joint venture is logging approximately 200,000 m3 per year near Svetlaya and sells 
the round wood, mainly to Japan (Figure 3). The corporation is using large-scale clearcut- 
ting. Despite protests by the local people (Udege local community) and environmentalists the 
II~wndai continues to try to  gain access to the old-growth forest in tlle Upper Bikin river basin, 
a Territory of Traditional Natural Use and Center of Biodiversity (Figure 3).  
5.3.2 Trade and Development Agency (TDA, US) 
TDA provides grants for US firms to carry out feasibility studies, other planning services needed 
t'o promote future funding of major projects. TDA granted the Global Forestry hiana.gement 
C;roup (GFMC;) $500,000 to conduct a feasibility stutly of logging in Iil~a~barovsli R.egion. 
"onnrces of informat,ion for this chapter are: A Special Report: lIS Got~ert~rnent  F i i ~ u t ~ c i ~ ~ y  771 Siberit~ tint1 
the Russian For Eost and its Effects o n  Biodiversity and Forest Protection, prepared b y  The Siberia Forest,s 
Prot,ect,ion Project,, Pacific Environment and Resources Center, Sausalito, CA, USA, October 199.5; and Newell, 
. J . ,  and Wilson, E., 1996, The Russian Fur East: Forest, Biodiuersity Hotspots, ant1 I~ntlz~stricil Deueloprnent, 
Friel~tls of the Earth- Japan. 
One of tlie areas of focus of this study is the Iillor river watershed, an area of high I~iodiversity 
with a significant part of the remaining Siberia tiger habitats in the RFE, as well as lantls claimed 
traditionally to  be managed by the Udege people (Figure 3). 
GFhlG's potential logging activities in the region threaten 3 million acres of roadless. oltl- 
growth forest in the Ichor, Sukpai, Samarga and Nel'ma river watersheds in tlle southern 
Iihabarovsk Region. Although the plans deriving from this feasibility study will directly impact 
and conflict wit11 other US government-sponsored biodiversity protect ion initiatives in the Iihor 
river ~vatershed, no consultation between TDA. USAID, EP.4, and Fish and \Viltllife Service has 
occurred (see also Section 5.5.3). 
5.3.3 Export-Import Bank (US) 
At the moment the Bank is heavily involved in the implementation of the Ciore-Cl~crnomyrdin 
Wood, Pulp and Paper Memorandum of Understanding. Yet the Export-Import Bank is de- 
veloping its own MOU with the Russian timber industry to  promote a broad range of forestry 
sector ecluipment exports from the US to Russia. 
It is supposed to  include large shipments of chain saws and heavy logging equipments. wllicll 
will allow clearcutting in e~lvironnlentally sensitive and previously inaccessible areas. 
5.3.4 Overseas Private Investinent Corporation (OPIC, US) 
OPIC is a rather unknown US agency that provides political risk insurance, investn~ent grants. 
and loans to  US ventures working abroad. Now OPIC is considering financing several logging 
and nlini~lg ventures in Siberia and the RFE. OPIC' supports the Cilobal Forestry hIanagelncnt 
Group in tlieir efforts to log up to  one million acres of virgin fir and spruce forest in tlie hills 
around Vysokogornoye in Iihabarovskiy Region. 
OPIC is also financing a logging venture by the Pioneer Group along the Sizinlan Bay coast of 
the Russian Far East. This funding is being carried out without clear elivironnlelital guidelines. 
public disclosure, or public participation. OPIC allows large-scale clearcuttillg ( u p  to 40 acre5 
in size) in tlle logging ventures. 
5.3.5 Enterprise Funds (US) 
Enterprise Funds are US government-sponsored enterprise funds which potentially finance a 
number of large-scale resource extraction projects. Three of these enterprise funds are of special 
concern for environmentalists: 
The Fund for La,.ge Enterprises in Russia (FLER), also cosponsored by USAID and OPIC. 
is aiming a t  investing up to  $20 million per enterprise. 
The Russia,n-American Enterprise Fund (RAEF) hope to  invest $40 lllillion in local timber 
enterprises and joint US-R.ussian logging ventures. 
The Defense Enterprise Fund recently invested $1 million of US ta,xpayer money on a. 
environmentally controversial venture called the Russian-American Ionized Energy Service 
(RAIES). RAIES is constructing 11 plants in the F E  for radiation of round wood in order 
to  protect the wood from dangerous pests and pa,tlloge~ls a,t export to  the United Sta,tes. 
5.3.6 Japanese investments 
Japan is the 1a.rgest importer of the RFE timber since the 1960s. In the middle of the 197Os, 
.Ja.pan wa,s importing almost 9 ~nillioll 1n3 of timber per year and almost all in t,lie form of ra,w 
logs. The nla.in imported species are Korean pine, spruce, white pine, and la,rch. Tlle three IiS 
Sa.ngyo projects have sent more than 40 million m3 of timber to  Ja.pan in exchange for logging 
equipment and ma.chinery. 
In July 1994, tlle Japanese-Ilussian Ecolloluic Comnlittee identifiecl tlle priorities for Iarge- 
scale projects with a. total price tag of US $2 billion. 
5.3.7 Joint ventures in Khabarovskiy Kray 
Four pronlinent joint ventures operate presently in 1illal)arovskiy Iiray: 
1. Slmnna Iiolding/Pioneer Group (US); 
2. Interprom (Russia-France); 
:3. Forest Vanino-Forest Finance (Russia-Norway); 
4. Exspralesl Global Forestry hlanagement Group (Russia-US). 
5.4 Large-scale developillent of ports, roads, and rail iilfrastructure 
To increase exports out of Russia tlle expansion of ports, roads, and rail are needed. The 
European Bank of Reconstruction and Develop~nent is focusing on the energy and tra11~1)ol.t 
sectors of Russia. 
5.4.1 Development o f  the  Nel'ina-S ukpai Logging Road 
-1 lllajor danger to  Sikhote-Alin's rich forests is tlle proposed logging road fro111 the to1v-n Sukpdi 
to  tlle port Nel'ma on tlle eastern coast of Iihabarovsltiy Iiray (Figure 3) .  Tlle road will open 
up a millioll hectares of roadless wilderness, and fir, spruce ant1 larch forests in the. Samarga ant1 
tlle Sulcpai river basins, wllicll are tlle traditional l l~n t ing  grounds of tile Samarga ITtlcge ant1 
tlle nortller~l habitat of the Alnur tiger. 
5.4.2 Development o f  specialized coastal ports 
Ol'ga, Plastun, Svetlaya, and Amgu are four ports along the Prinlorsliiy coast that have I~ecoine 
nlajor export centers for forest and nlarille resources (Figure 3) .  These cities are tinll~er ton.ns; 
it is nlucll easier for timber conlpanies to  "control" the ports here than a t  the larger ports of 
Nalihodka. \rostocllny and Vladivostok. 
Timber exporters have been working to  convert forliler military ports to  civil ports at 
Bol'shoy Iiamen' and Sovetskaya Gavan' in I<habarovskiy Iiray. 
5.5 Biodiversity coilservatioil prograills 
5.5.1 Environmental Policy and Technology Project (US AID)  
ITS Agency for International Development is supporting several initiatives to protect biodiversity 
and promote sustainable development of Siberia and tlle Russian Far East. 
Tlle biggest project is a $16 million Environ~nciztal Policy and Technology Pro.jtct, promot- 
ing sustainable natural resource management in the RFE. Tlle project includes colllponents of 
legal and institutional reforms, forest restoration, and biodiversity conservation. The initiatives 
provide support to  existing protected areas, and help to design new protected territories. Major 
interest of the program is concentrated on the ricli area of the Sikhote-Alin hlountain Range. 
5.5.2 U S  Forest Service 
The US Forest Service currently has several ongoing relatio~lships with tlle Russian Fol.est Sei~rice 
agencies in Siberia and the RFE. The International Forestry Department of tlle ITSFS has 
established a sister relationsllip between the Cllugash National Forest in Alaska and the Magadall 
Nature Reserve, and supports programs on environnlental education, ecotourism, reforestation, 
and new technologies. 
In Iihabarovskiy I<ray, USFS is helpiilg to promote reforestation, and to iinprove forest 
protection. 
5.5.3 Khor river watershed 
The Iihor river watershed has been tlie site of several initiatives in order to map, stud.. alitl con- 
serve unique biodiversity of this region of the RFE. The Wildlife Foui~tlation, an environnlental 
organization of the city of I<habarovsk, has been mapping the lower part of the ~vatershed to 
create a network of protected territories. This network would provide a landscape level protec- 
tion for rare plants and animals in the watershed. In the plans of this group is also as large. 
7.50,000-acre wildlife refuge to protect a vital north-south corridor for the Anlur tiger. The 
Wildlife Foundation has worked with the Hornocker Wildlife Institute (Idaho, ITSA), and is 
supported by W W F  and USAID. 
By looking for a quick source of money. Russia has opened large rich territories for i~lternational 
exploitation. The Russian Far East, due to its tremendous stocli of forest resources h;~s a t  tractctl 
attention from international forest corporations. These corporatio~ls invest iI hug(. aniou~rt of 
iiioney for developnlent of joint forest enterprises wit11 the objective to extract and to export the 
wood, mainly in for111 of raw logs. hIany of these activities have not perfornletl ally assessments 
of the impact on the local environment. 
Many of the tinlber companies arc spollsored by US goverlllllental funds. antl t lle conlpaily 
activities are creating a conflict with biodiversity programs, ~vl~icll are also funded hy IIS gov- 
ernnlelltal agencies and are assigned to the same areas. 
Thus, the forests of the RFE are threatened l)y large-scale logging, as central and regional 
governliients are trying to  find short-term solutions to their severe econoillic probleuls. This 
creates a serious threat to the unique l~iodiversity of the region. 
6 Analysis of Forest-Dwelling Endangered Species 
of Vertebrates 
Deforestation, logging and other human inlpacts on the forests threaten especially those species 
\vhicll are strictly dependent on specific types of ecosystems. Deforestation destroys habitats or 
changes the habitats t o  a more extreme environment that Inany of the species can not tolerate. 
Further, deforestation generally reduces the number of species, the genetic diversity of individual 
species and the variety of ecosystems. 
Geographical distribution of Inany vertebrate species in the Russian Far East are strongly 
associated with the Far Eastern cedar-broadleaved forests. The Anlur tiger, the Anlur leopard, 
the Far East Cat,  the Himalayan black bear, many species of birds belong to such species. 
Reduction of the areas of cedar-broadleaved forests has led to contraction of specieh distributions 
and population sizes. 
TLVO big wild cats - the ,4111ur tiger and tlie Amur leopard - living only in Russia, arc not only 
a property of tlie country. To save these animals is an obligation of international inlportauce. 
Other species, currently attracting less attention, are as important. 
tinder tlie threat of a rapid industrial developnlent in the Russian Far East (mainly the 
industrial forest sector), there is a need to make estimates on the future of the species, ant1 to 
propose additional measures for their protection. A detailed analysis of tlle past and prebent 
species status has been carried out in order to support these recommendations. 
6.2 The Anlur/Siberian Tiger (Panthers tigris altaica) 
6.2.1 General information 
The P(cizthcra tigris altaica is one of five remaining tiger suhspecies (three subspecies habe 
beconle extinct during this century). It is tlle world's largest cat and the only tigc.1 subspecies 
that inhabits temperate forests. 
A11 tigers (Pnrzthern t i g r l s )  are in tlle IUCN Endangered Red List; of these tlle Alllur tiger 
(Siberian), the Soutllern Chinese, and the Sumatran subspecies are listed as Critically Endan- 
geretl (Current Feline Species a t  EFBC/FCC, 199.5). 
The Alnur tiger ranges are located in the Russian Far East, and to some extent in Iiorea and 
China. The animal habitats are in coniferous and hardwood forest, better known as "taiga". 
In Russia the Anlur tiger is a symbol of the Ussuriland forest in the Sikhote-Alin luountain 
range, and is a top predator in the Anlur ecosystems. However, only 200-2.50 tigers are estinlated 
to be left in the habitat of the soutllern part of tlle RFE. These remaining Alnur tigers are under 
threat as a result of poaching and habitat destruction. 
6.2.2 Historical trends of distribution and population size 
Dynanlics of the size of the tiger population and its relation to tlle lial~itat area i:, conlplicatetl 
ant1 irregular, and can be divided into several stages: 
1 )  In tlle 19th century the species was widely distributed in the territories of hlluirsliy. 
Cllabaro\,sky and Primorskiy regions as well as in northeastern China ant1 in tlie 1iore;ill Pcnin- 
sula (Figure 4) .  It was also possible to see the tiger even in southwester~i Sibelia clobe to Lalie 
Baikal. During the last decades of 19th century and tlle beginning of 20th century a trcntl 
towards a decrease in the population size, caused by man, occnrretl. fIoivever. tlle popu1;ition 
still retainetl a t  the average level of ecological capacity of the habitat. Tlle northern hallitat 
I~order was defined by the latitude .50-51" North, on the left side of the Alnur river basin. The 
anilllals were not only living in the mountain forests but also in the Ussuri and the Anlur river 
valleys and in lo~vlands as well. The poplllatioll of tigers on the Russian territory ~ v a s  estimated 
to 1)e lnore than one thousand individuals (Pikunov, 1996). 
2 )  In the beginning of the 20th century the Anlur tiger was a conlmonly lluntetl species, and 
up to a linndred tiger sliills were delivered to nlarliet places every year. Between early 1900s 
and the late 1930s the population started to decrease catastropl~ically I~o t  11 clue to hunting and 
intensified indllstrial logging and agriculture. These activities resulted in a hal~itat  fragnlcnta- 
tion. Tlle animals disappeared from the lowlands, including the area around Lalie ('llanlia. fronl 
valleys of big rivers (the Amur antl the LTssuri), along the railway Chabarovsli-Vladivostoli, ant1 
from the city surroundings. During the 1930s the tiger renlained only in the allllost impassable 
isolated regions of Sikhote-Alin and Eastern-h/Iancllurian nlountains, in Snlall EIingan, ant1 on 
the western side of the Amur river basin. 
A census of the tiger population conducted by L.G. Iiaplanov in the late 1930s revealed that 
only 20-30 tigers inhabited the Russian territory. Tliere was a real tllreat of tiger extinction 
from the Russian Far East (Pikunov, 1996) at  that time. 
3 )  In 1947 Russia imposed a ban on tiger hunting. Approximately at the same time tlle 
tiger hunting was prohibited in China and North Korea. Througl~ efforts by Russian scientists, 
in particular by I<.C;. Abramov, catclling tiger cubs was forbidden in 1955. Some years later it 
was allowed again, but severally restricted in the form of licenses. At this time tlle population 
stopped to decrease, stabilized, and started to grow step by step. The habitat area was increasing 
again. Results of 1958-19.59 census indicated tlle presence of 5.5-56 tigers in Prilllorye (Xl11.alnov. 
196la). and 90-100 individuals in Primorskiy and Cllabarovsky Iirays ( P i l i ~ l n o ~ .  1996). 
4 )  Fronl the nliddle of the 1960s until tlle middle of tlle 1980s the tiger population increasetl 
in size and tlistril~ution. Tlle animals had expanded very well to the soutll of the Aniur rivcr; antl 
the lial~itat integrity in Sikhote-Alin region had been restored. The llabitat in East-AIancllurian 
AIountains became more stable. However, at  the same time tigers disappeared fronl tllc isolatetl 
area in Snlall Hingan. 
i-lccording to the literature, in 1965 about 70 tigers inllabitetl in Prinlorye (Iiudzin, 1966) 
and 120 totally in the Far East (Sludsky, 1966). A census in 1970 conducted hy X.G. Yudaliov 
and I.G. Nikolaev revealed 129-13 1 individuals in Primorye. A census in 1977-1979 headed 11y 
V.Ii. Abramov concluded 170-190 tigers (Pikunov, 1996). 
At this time timber enterprises increased logging in the broadleaved cedar forests. the lllaill 
tiger habitation. The major interest of the timber enterprises was the cedar/Iiorean pine (Pinr1.5 
korniensis) forests. Purchases of ungula.te n1ea.t also increa.sed at  the sa.me t,inle. An increase 
in the llumber of tigers and a simultaneous decrease in the anlount of suital~le habitat a.vailable 
resulted in the dispersal of immature tigers into territories cultivated by Inan. As a, result. 
confrontations between man and tiger increased, which usually led to the death of the tiger. 
In the 1980s the rema.ining cedar forests were cut very intensively, and the loggins was a.lso 
espended to oak forests. Several snowy winters lmd dilninishetl the boar ant1 tleer populations 
dranlatically and forced the tiger to seek food around the settlements. The hungry tigers callle 
even as far as to Vladivostok and they were killed immediately. At this point in time the tiger 
population stopped growing. 
.5)  The nest census was organized by D.G. Pikunov and A.P. Bragin during 1984-1985. They 
counted 200-210 tigers in Primorskiy Iiray and 240-250 in total for tlle Russian Far 13ast:' Alost 
of tlle tiger population was located in the North and partly in tlle C'entral parts of the region. 
due to less destructioll of the habitats (Figure 5) .  
Tllis census revealed a basis for proposals of conservation needs, ivllich appearctl to be necch- 
sary for prevention of further degradation of the tiger's environment. The program suggcstetl a 
creation of two large protected territories: the Korthern territory ( the  central part of Pozllarsliy 
region, the 1)asin of the Bikin river, the eastern part of Iirasnoarnlcysl\-p rcgion. l~asin of thc 
upper tributary of Big Ussurka river, tlle north-eastern part of Dalnegorsliy region, ant1 part 
of tlle Terneysky region close to the blaksilllovka river I~asin in tlle ivest) with a total arca of 
33,2.50 km2, and tlie Southern territory (Lazovsky and Olginsky regions, with atljoining part? 
of Partizansliiy and Iiavalerovsky regions) witli a11 arca of 13.500 li11l2. Tllc recommendatiolis 
aimed to  stop all types of forest esploitation in tlle territories, and to ban the ungulate hunting 
for several years. Tllese recomnlendations were presented to the Prilnorye Iiray r-Idnlinistration. 
and to  tlie Russian Departlnent of IIunting and C;ame, wliicli were responsil~le for tlic protection 
of rare species of tlle fauna. However, tlie orgallizatioli and tlie establislilliellt of nei\- protected 
areas in Russia were very difficult from a legal poilit of view and due to confiict of interest. Tlie 
proposed areas were also an arena for timber liarvesting and hunting. Therefore. tlie only resnlt 
of the above-mentioned and proposed measures was a proliibition of liunting of wild ])oar (luring 
two liunting periods. 
6)  Since 1990 Russia lias gone tl~rough political and economic reforms. Tlie Rllssia~i eastern 
borders were opened, and the Far East became available to foreigners. Not only tiger skin 
but bones and other parts of the tiger's body used in Tibet medicine became very va1ual)lct 
and nlarketable products. From 1991 to  1993, 50-60 (some estimates say 'TO) tigers mere liilled 
annually in Primorye and brought to  China. and Korea. This poaching together with tlie deaths 
caused by natural processes destroyed tlle reproductive capability of tlie tiger population. 
In hlarch 1993 an international working group was organized with tlie objective to save tlie 
Siberian tiger, and in June 1994 tlle "Siberian Tiger Project" was established. According l o  tlle 
recollllllelldatiolls by tliis group a tiger census was carried out during February-hlarcli of 1996 
with financial llelp fro111 tlie E P T  (USAID) project. Tlic census results are not yet availal~lc. 
4 ~ l ~ e r e  a e other literature sources iltdicating a presence of 400-500 tigers in 1985 (Hornocker \\-ildlife Institute, 
1995). 
6.2.3 Current situation and the future trend 
Taking into account the develop~llellt presented during the last 100 years, the following conclu- 
siolls call be made: 
Tlle tota,l tiger habitat area of the Russian Far East ha,s been decrea.sed 1)y one third, the 
population size consists of 200-250 individuals (15-20% of the popula.tion 100 years ago). 
Solne tigers ma,y ha.bitat the Heilongjiallg and t'he Jilin Provinces in northeastrrn C'hina, 
ho~vever an espetlition led by Russian scientists recently did not find a,ny tiger tracks t,here 
(Iiorkishko et al., 1995). 
The habitat area on the western side of the Alnur river (including Small Hingan) has 
disappeared forever. No aninlals have been seen in the northwestern (in Zal~ailcalye) or in 
the northern (southern part of Yakutia) parts of the region. 
The tiger has left the lowlalld territories and the valleys of big rivers, which were altered 
1)y intellsive logging and agriculture. 
At the present, the tiger popula.tions in the RFE rellla,in only in the Silihot,c-Xlin ant1 t , l~e  
East-h4anchurian hilounta.ins, and they are almost co~llpletely isolated fro111 each other. 
The 1a.tter popillatioll is rea,lly snmll and occupies too slllall territ'ory in ortler to have a 
stable development unless urgent measures are ta,ken. Eacll of the tiger ranges is, in turn, 
separated by elenlents of anthropogenic landscapes antl isolate tlie tigers illto ~nicropopu- 
1a.tions. 
The inaccessil~le tiger habitat in the Sikhote-Alin lllountaiils is the lllaill 1101)e for the 
saving and restoring of the species for the future. This tiger home range is the l~abic area 
for the tiger protection projects. 
Thus. it must be remembered that the distribution of the Amur tiger has shrunlc cnornlouslg 
from its original distribution 100 gears ago, and it nlust 1)e assumed that unlesh serious lneaslues 
are talcen. the decrease will continue. 
6.2.4 Main causes of the tiger disappearance 
The nla.in causes of the decline in the tiger population are poa,ching; Inbitat tlestruct,io~l ant1 
habitat fragment,a.t,ion; aad the tletrirnent of food resources. The poaching ca,n very q ~ i c l i l ~  
1)e regulatetl hy efficient legislation. The habitat destruction and fraguientation, in turn, are 
long-term tllrea,ts leading to deep rearrangements in the popula,tion clynalnics, ml~ich finally 
may result in species estinction. Maintenance of a certa,in level of prey is a.lso a. very irnportailt 
conditioil for the tigers survival. The decline of food resources that 11a.s occurred during the la,st 
decades, is another reason for the decreased tiger population. 
Poaching 
Poa,ching wa,s t,lle ma.in cause for the tiger decline during 1991-1994. Between 1920 a,nd t,he 
1)eginning of the 197Os, 130 tigers were captured (Yudakov, 1973). In contrast, over 160 tigers 
were killed between 1990 a.nd the summer of 1994. These three yea.rs have resulted in a. decrease 
1)y 2.5% of tlle tiger populatiol~ in Primorye and by 33% in the I<habarovkiy 1ira.y. On the 
Chinese and Iiorea,n black markets the skin of a tiger costs $1.5,000 to $20.000, antl for tiger 
1)ones t,o be used as in Tibetan lnedicine the price-ta.g is $35,000 (Pikunov, 1993). 
Tlle \\;M'F Anlur Tiger Conserva,tioll Project is directed to pronlote t,iger conservat,ion 1)y 
providing iinmediate funds for the fi~nding of a,nti-poa.ching actions, orga.nizing a.nti-poa,ching 
brigades, a,nd for providing vehicles and other equiplnents. The CVWF reports cla.in1 tha,t the 
presence of the brigades has 11a.d a significant effect a,nd the poa.ching ha.s decreasetl since 1994 
( Pikunov, 1994). 
Habitat destruction and fragmentation. 
EIabitat tlestruction and fragnlentation is probably tlle primary long-term threat to tlie survival 
of tlie A ~ u u r  tiger. To support this collclusion a graphic of tlie tiger population dynanlic\ 
lias been constructecl (Figure 6). One curve represents tlie ol~served dyn;~mics of tlle tiger 
population since 1890 until today. Tlle second curve represents tlie theoretically calculatctl 
tiger poplilation number, assuming that there are no habitat destruction (the calrulatio~is are 
described in Appendis 1) .  Based on Figure 6, it can be assumed tliat tlie populatioli woultl llavc 
restored more rapidly after the ban on hunting was inlplementetl if there liad been no hahitat 
destructions. 
Tlie habitat tlestruction and fragmentation have occurred silllultaneously witli tlie industrial 
esploitation of the region, mainly due to the developnlent of the forest esploitation (Nikolaev. 
personal communication). Fire is a second major reason for causing the elimination of tlie native 
forests. Others are the establishment of road systems, and agriculture developments in lowlallds 
ant1 in river valleys. 
Initially tlie tiger was an inhabitant of tlie Anlur and Primorye I~roadleaicd-coniSerou\ forest 
ecoystems, but tlle tiger now inhabits the secondary broadleaved fo~ebts, nl~icli have been 
created 114' nlan-made activities. 
(a) Relationship between the tiger and logging and forest lmanagelnent practices. 
Logging is not always bad for the tiger. Selective cutting, as it ~ v a s  111 acticetl in inany regioll, of 
tlie RFE in previous times. created sniall open sites, where young vegetation protlucetl foot1 Sor 
ell< and tleer. Tlie cedar and ash-tree selective cutting by wliicli a lemar1;able part of the stantls 
are saved did not affect tlie tiger habitat significantly. This practice nlaintained tlie forest cover. 
and very often kept liigh closure of the crowns. M'ild boar populations were quite stal~lc. ell< 
and deer populations were even increasing (Yudakov adtl Nikolaev, 19Si). 
Hoikever, big clearcuts are dranlatic for elk. wild I~oar. tlie tiger, a i d  other vertebrate specie\. 
.-Iccording to ecologists, tigers generally avoid unforested areas, fields, or open ground. The tiger 
llal~itat i:, generally forested (hliquelle, 199.5). IYliile it is clear that clearcuts are incompatible 
witli the tiger habitat, it is difficult to deterr-nine tlie exact ~~erceutage of Sorest cover. ~vliicli i\ 
reqi~iietl 1,. tlie tiger. According to some scientists tlie tlireshold for tlie forest cover percentage, 
beyontl wliicli the tiger habitation is not possible, is approsimately .50%). Tlie tiger can, in \olne 
cases, keep quite liigh population density even in secondary broadleaved forests altered 114' nlaii- 
nlacle activities (Nikolaev, 1996). One of the radio-collared tigers being studied I,y the Siberian 
Tiger Project near Terney lives in a region wliere approsi~nately 20%) of her l~onlc range is in 
farnllancl. or other open areas. Although this does not seem to  affect her l,cl~aviol., she lias the 
largebt 11011ie range of all females studiecl, and she lias killed livebtocli every year. It is liliely tliat 
nrhen the percentage of forest cover is less than GO%, interaction between the tiger and people 
becollles inevitable. 
Thus,  nreas being nznr~ngerl for the tigers in the Rttssin~z Far. East .shoultl be coo~rucl u i th  
forr.sts by 60% (i\Iiquclle, 1995). 
The increase of the tiger population which tooli place during the period 1960-1980 followed a11 
increased industrial forest exploitation. However, it should be kept in mind, that tlie man-niade 
activities during this period did not change the habitats drastically, or at  least the alterations 
did not reach a critical threshold. Today, the habitat destruction is nlucll more severe and in 
sollle areas tlie critical point is passed. 
B(.\lrlt,s tlac d c v ~ l o l ) ~ ) ~ e ~ ~ t  of special corz.scr~)ntion ~jetrls nrld the crrcit~on of n p~,otcctcd nlrn 
S ~ S ~ C I I L ,  it I.\ z9try i ~ ) i l ) o r f ~ i ~ ~ t  for t l ~ r  A ~ I P I I -  tiger su~.vival to rtgulntt till l(i~yc-\crrlr clcnrccit.\ I I I  
P ~ * i ~ i r o r y ~  cili(l .southerll Iil~c~ba~.ovskiy Iirciy, and to force t l ~ t  local t i ~ i ~ b t ~ ,  cntc1.1~1.1ae.s to ti.<( 
.\cleetir,c hcrrz~esti~zq n~ethods.  
Tlw fort.st lnanagen~ti i t  shoultl ninz to increase the extent of old-grolrth Iiorc(i1, pi,,( jbrc.st.\, 
ci~hzrl~ prouicle important habitat for ~oilrl boor os  tile11 for many  other ( i 1 1 ~ 1 i z c ~ 1  .sl)tc~(.\. 1111~1rI) 111  
turn nre fbod sources for the tiger. Large stands of Iioreaiz pine nzny be rtrcrtcd by 111ikii)g .stiz(111 
stnizds throligll (1 proptr reforestation. Both legul uncl illegal har.vest of Iiorenil plat must bc 
stoppecl (although harvest of the cedar hcrs been outlnwecl, this species is  still beirig hnr z ~ . s t ~ O  c11z0 
expo rtecl). 
(b) Influences of roads. The development of road systems (these are usliallj~ created for 
logging purposes) has a critical impact on the tigers. The roads, once constructed. provides easy 
access iiot only for loggers, but for many other activities. It is evident that roads increahe both 
legal ant1 illegal activities, which decrease the density of aniinals substantially. Poachers have 
illore opportuilities to shoot tigers and their prey. Forest roads are tlie favorable paths of the 
tiger-nlales. Up to 80% of the route length of the males correlate witli roatls, and they prefer 
lieavy trafficked roads to silent and old ones (Yudakov, 1987). Most of tigers are killed at  road 
side by poacllers at  night just from cars. 
Thus,  restrictions o n  the nccess to roucls, as well as prohibition of thc crcntion of new ronds 
in the tiger habitut should be key issues in  n conser~:atioiz inanagentrnt plniz. 
Detrimentation of the tiger food resources 
Tlle tiger is a liunter of ungulates. Tlie ungulates call not I,e substituted froin tlic tiger diet I)! 
otlier prey as it is possible for other carnivores. Thus, if there is a shortage of wild boar. ell, 
aiid deer. tlle tiger has to come close to settle~lients aiid chase cattle ant1 dogs. 
The illail1 prey of tlle Aiuur tiger is wild boar (S7i.s .scr.ofu u .~ sv r . i c v~ ) .  The l~asic 1)ionlc for 
the boar is tlie cedar forests. Elk (C'ervtis claphzl,s) lias tlie secoiid place in the tiger diet. Tlie 
tiger is catclliiig the elk illainly in river basins. The tiger's hunting success of n-iltl ])oar i h  iuncli 
lligl~cr (54.5%) tliail of elk (28.9%) (Yutlakov and Niliolaev, 1987). 
Tlie distribution and population density of wild boar in tlle RFE coiupletely depends 011 tlie 
abundance of their maill food - the cedar and oak fruits. Therefore, tlle e s t e i~ t  oftllis anillla1 is 
tightly correlated with the esisting cedar-broatlleaved forests. Territorial logging ant1 frequent 
fires have altered the boar natural llal~itats dramatically, ant1 redistributetl ant1 tlecieasecl tlie 
population density. The population lias illovetl to inaccessil~le illouiltaiil places {vliere there i \  
still eiiougll food. During the last century the boar poplilatioils have tlccrea5ed zul~stantially 
(Bronlley, 1964), and this development continues. The Iioreaii pine is now saved in tlie iiiisetl- 
1)roatlleaved forests. Ilowever, tlie illegal liarvest of this species js taliillg place ill the raw 
reiiiaining forests of the Sililiote-Alin mountains. .411 the forests at  tlle sea coast froill the 
Saillarga river clown to Vlatlivostok \vith a 20 kill widtli has been cut aiid burned. and tlierc are 
no ceclar seedlings. The same picture esists in large territories of the Ussuli rive1 ~vatershed. 
aiid around otller big and siuall rivers. The situation with respect to cedar forests in tlie 
Iihabarovskiy Iiray is even worse. Tlle oak forests have been clianged as well, both by fire ant1 
by logging. The destruction of the habitats and the intensive lluiitiiig liave decreased the boar 
populations during tlie last decades by more than 50% (Pikunov aiid Iiorkislilio, 1992). 
It has been sliown that on the glades, the density of elk and roe deer populations have 
increased due to tlie fact tliat young trees play an important role as fodder for tllese species. 
However, in the nest stage a spatial I-edistribution of the lingulates occurs. This leads to changes 
of the habitat structure and alteration of the primary vegetative communities. The level of sucli 
cllanges depends 011 tlle types of forest harvest (Rybacliuk, 1971). 
.According to zoologists, the adult tiger requires about 50 ungulates per year for survival 
(Piliuiiov, 1996), and for a satisfactory existence of the tiger t l ~ e  ratio tiger:ungulates sliol~ld not 
1)e less than 1:.500 (Nikolaev, personal communication). 
Thus,  nicrrlcrgetneizt progrclnzs for the tiger conservotlon should bc (lt.sigric(1 to pro(li(1c prolxr. 
habitats for tilt urild boar nrzcl elk, crizd reduce the hunting level of these .spccte.s it2 or-(lrr. to in.sur~ 
rirlrgl~otr rlcizsitics of ~ingtllntes for the tiger. 
6.2.5 Conservation measures, existing and future protection needs 
Existing protected area concerning the Amur tiger 
Presently, two Zapovedniks - tlle Silihote-Alin (347 km2)  and the Lazovsky (120 lim2) in the 
R F E  - are concerned with the  tiger. However, the areas of the reserves are too  slllall ant1 too 
isolated from each other t o  support viable populations of large vertebrates, like the  tiger, 01. t o  
conserve them adequately for a longer period of time. 
The  Silchote-Alin Biosphere Reserve, located along the central coast of tlle Sili110te-~4lin 
hlountai~l  range, is the largest natural reserve. Tlle Anlur tigers found in this reserve are part 
of the biggest population wllich inhabits both the reserve and tlle surrounding wiltlenless. of 
wllicll most is undisturbed by logging and mining. 
Based on 3-years' radio-tracking research in the Sikhote-Alin biosphere reserve, it has been 
shown tha t  tlle average llonle range size of an  adult female5 is approsilllately 450 km2 (Miquelle, 
199.5). This estimation was done by an  international group of scientists studying .5 adult females 
on tlle territory of the  Sikhote-Alin biosphere reserve, tlle best remaining hallitat for the  Amur 
tiger. Therefore, taking into collsideration the lieavy exploitation of prey species and the  poach- 
ing of the  tiger outside the  reserves, this area seems t o  be a realistic estimate of the llonle range 
size of an adult female in a high quality habitat,  but may be an underestimate for much of the 
existing tiger habitat.  Additionally. the female tigers are territorial (Yudaliov, 1083). Thus. -1.50 
km2 of the habitat can maintain only one adult breeding female tiger (2.2 adult breeding female 
tigers per 100,000 ha) .  These elements are very important and form the basis of a I Ia l~ i ta t  Pro- 
tection Plan developed by Horllocker CVildlife Institute and the Silihote-Alin re5erve (1\Zicjuelle. 
1905). 
For a small population of endangered species geneticists have developed t\vo nlain 1 ules: ( 1 ) 
t o  save the genetic integrity of a species over a shorter period of time (-50 years), a lnininiunl pop- 
ulation of 50 adult breeding females is required; and (2)  for long-term s u ~ v i i ~ a l  of a population, 
a t  least 300 females are required (Suley, 1983). 
Presently. there is not a protected area big enough to  support .50 atlult tigers (22,.500 lin12 of 
lligll quality tiger llabitat is required). Only allout 150.000 km2 of'tlle tiger hallitat relilains in 
Iil~abarovsliiy and Prilnorskiy Iiray altogether. If this entire region Ivah a high qualily hahi tat ,  
it nould support approximately 330 adult females. Ilowever, lnllcll of this area is of relatively 
low quality. Therefore, no further llabitat loss call be allowed because it will severely reduce tlle 
chances of long-term survival of the endangered population. 
Tlle strengtllelling and expansion of the existing reserves, and the creation of an illtegrated 
protected area system, with broad natural corridors, are the first vitally important step., in a 
tiger collservation plan. The  Sikhote-Alin Biosphere and Lazovsliy Z(ll)oucdniks coultl ser1.e as 
cornerstones in the development of a regional protection system. 
The Russian Federal Government Statement concerning the Ainur tiger 
In October 199.5 Russiaa Prime Minister Victor Cllernonlyrdin signed llie Sta.ten1ent "Conser- 
vation of the Anlur Tiger aad  Other Endangered Animal and Plant Species on the t,erritories 
of Primorskiy and I<habarovskiy Kra,yn. According t o  the Statement a Na.tiona1 Stra.tegy a a d  
a Clonservation Action P1a.n for the Amur tiger conservation will be developed in Russia. De- 
veloped by scientists of the Russian Academy of Science, the Russian Academy of Agriculture, 
the Clulture and Economics Foundation, and the interna.tiona.1 scientific conlnlunity, it will in- 
clude different short- and long- te rn~ protective measures, strategic priorities. and an action plan 
for the tiger conservation, wllich will involve maay components. Esanlples of these coml)o- 
" A S  adult females are critical component o f  a population (because variat.ion in fei~lale rel~roducti\~e pararilet,ers 
oftell are thc  key fact.or affecting the  reproductive rate o f  a population, and pregnant females o f  those rea.rii~g wit11 
youngs (are o f t en  facet1 with the  most narrow ecological constrains and habitat requirements), all conservation 
measures are u s ~ ~ a l l ! ~  oriented t o  the  needs o f  females. 
nents are anti-poaching, ungulate management, enforcement of CITIES regulations. research, 
environnlental education, and habitat protection. 
International projects dealing with the tiger protection 
The Siberian Tiger Project protection (STP). The critical situation with the All~ur tiger 
has attracted attention by international organizations. In 1991, the Siberian Tiger Project, con- 
ducted by the Hornocker Wildlife Institute began to operate as a cooperative effort between 
top Russian and American scientists, wildlife biologists and veterinarians. Over tlle last 5 
years the project has collected detailed scientific information on tlle tiger ecology using radio- 
telemetry, capture and release programs. A full-scale study was initiated in January 1992 in 
tlle Sikhote-Alin Biosphere State Reserve. In 1994 they expanded the project to  the territory 
of the Iiedrovaya Pad Reserve. In tlle beginning of 1995 tlle Project started compiling scientific 
information collected so far. This has formed a basis for a comprehensive managenlent plan 
for the conservation of the Siberian Tiger. Tlle Plan focuses on three main areas: conserva- 
tion education, conservation and protection of the tiger itself, and lantl-use planning (personal 
communication ). 
The Environmental Policy and Technology (EPT) Project. In Septem1)er 1994. t l ~ c  
Environmental Policy and Technology Project, funded hy the IJnitetl States Agency for Intel- 
national Developinent (USAID), started to carry out the Russian Far East Sustaina1)lc Natural 
Resources AIanagement Project. The main goals of the project are to proinote et~vironmentall~ 
sustainable forest management in Iihabarovskiy and Prirnorskiy territories and to  enllance the 
protection of endangered species and critical habitats in tlle Sikh0te-~4lin h l o ~ ~ n t a i n  Region. 
\ITit1l respect to the Amur tiger, the project supports the espallsion of tlle Sikl~ot c-.Ilin 
Biosphere State Reserve, a creation of a system of ilew protected areas, wllicll is ncce5siy for 
the conservation of the tiger adequately in the long term. Potentially it will also include tlle 
creation of the Iiema- Anlgu National Park. on the northern side of the Sikhote- Alin Reserve. Tlle 
Tiger Forest Znknzrtik is a buffer and protected zone along tlle southern l~order of the Lazovhl\-y 
State Reserve ( the  project is also going to provide infrastructural needs for the Zak(l:r,zl,-). 
Other targets are the Upper Ussuri National Park, locatcd on the nortl~eril siclc of tlle Lazovsliy 
Rcserve, and an ecological corridor in the C'huguevsky Raion, wllicll sl~ould serve as a critical 
link between tlle two protected areas being developed (Sikhote-Alin ant1 Lazovsky complescs). 
Tlle Project is also trying to achieve a special protective status for area5 in llle Iillor river Ilahii~ 
(~)ersonal  communication). 
Recoininended protected areas: 
A Habitat Protection Plan for the Ainur Tiger Conservation 
Based on intensive research during the last few years (the STP) ,  the scientists of tlle Hornoclier 
IVilcllife Institute (HWI) have cleveloped a Habitat Protection Plan for tlle Alnur Tiger C'onser- 
vation in the form of a proposal outlining habitat protection measures (Miquelle. 1995).  The 
HbIiI has already an extensive esperience in developing conservation plans for other large car- 
nivores. Tlle detailed comprehensive plan they developed will help the Russian C;overnment 
to  work out a frainework for conservation of the Amur tiger. The inain goal of the plan is to 
protect all esistiilg tiger habitats antl to prevent further habitat losses. 
.According to the plan, there must be a core area that consists of a network of protected 
areas (Figure 7 ) .  This core area will include already existing protected areas (Zc1l)oct.rlrlikn 
and Zrrkr~:r,iks), and proposeti new protected areas and ecological corridors (Figure 7 ) .  The cole 
area sliould insure that the tiger metapopulation will not be fragmented ant1 support a minimum 
population. 
All areas inlportant for t l ~ e  tiger conservation must be identifiecl antl iilclutletl in a Lone 
that  nlust be nlaintained to retain the quality of the esisting habitats. Adequate managenlent 
sllould be carried out on all potential tiger habitats outside the core a,rea, to insure surviva,l of 
tlle entire population. The zoning should set priorities for ea,ch area tlepending on tlle level 
of in~portance. Thus, tlifferent sections of the core area will have different level of protect,ion 
priorities (Znpovedniks, National parks, Znkazniks, ecological corridors). 
All important tiger lmbitats must be interconnected. Ecological corridors arc essential in 
order to avoid fragmentation of the tiger population, and insure the possil~ility of genetic es- 
change. Corridors for the tigers sllould be wide enough to  susta,in prey populations a,11d tlle 
tigers while traveling. 
The  scientist,^ have developed a map "Zonings of La.nd, Based on t,he Inlport'a,nce for Tiger 
Conserva.tion" (Figure 8). and criteria for the minimum rnana,genlent recluirenlents for each zone 
(Miquelle, 199.5): 
ZONE 1: Highest level of protection, a region where protectio~l of the tigers t,al<es precetlence 
over all other land uses. This zone is represented by Zi~11ot:edrzik.s. Zakir.zniks, llational a,ntl natural 
parks. 
Ma,nagenlent in the zone: 
a )  no logging; 
1)) 100% of forest cover except for natural openings; 
t l )  no roads; 
e )  assessnlents of tlle impact on tiger population required for natural resources utilizatioil or 
alteration of the tiger habitat. 
ZONE 2: Critical tiger habitat. This zone is represented by unprotectetl areas. but a regioi~ 
where the tiger conservation is one of the most important conlpo~lents of the overall lantl-use 
planning. 
Llanagenlent in the zone: 
a )  only selective cutting; 
1 ) )  90%) of forest cover; 
C )  llunting allowetl , but elk and wild boar populations retained at  conlbined densities equal 
to or greater tllan 10 pel 10 1;m2; 
d )  roads opened strictly for logging are closed after logging activities are done: 
e) assessnlents of the irnpact on tiger population required for natural resources utilization or 
alteration of the tiger habitat. 
ZONE 3: Misetl-use management zone. This zone is represented by areas where tlle tiger 
is found. and rvllere they must be managed, but with the acknowledg~nent that other land-uses 
also have priority. 
Management in the zone: 
a.) selective cutting preferred; 
1)) TOTI of forest cover; 
c j  l~unting allowed , but elk and wild boar populations retained at  con1l)ined densities equal 
to  or greater than 5 per 10 km2; 
d ) roads opened strictly for logging are closed after logging activities are completecl; 
e) a.ssessments of the inlpact on tiger population required for natural resources utilization or 
alteration of the tiger habitat. 
ZONE 4: Buffer zone for the tiger 
Rlanagenlent in the zone: 
a,) logging allowed; 
11) retained as forested lands, managed by Lesklioz: 
c)  hunting allowed according to  huntillg regulations; 
d )  roads opened strictly for logging are closed after logging activities are completed. 
ZONE 5: Regions deemed uilacceptable for the tiger llabitatioil due to high liuiilan popu1a.- 
tion, or ina.ccurate land uses. 
6.2.6 Conclusions 
Tlle IIabitat Protection Plan for the Amur tiger conservation developed by Russia11 and Aineri- 
can Scientists is the best protected area system proposed. Being implemented. this system noulcl 
11e one of tlle best esanlples of protected territories, ever designed for an iiitlividual spccic, (per-  
sonal coillinunicatioll wit11 international specialists). Tllus, it is of primary importance to  ensure 
that these proposals are implemented. However, a t  the nlomellt this program face> enoilnous 
difficulties in tlle implementation, n~aiilly clue to liilstable econoiny and corruption \vitllin tlle 
Russian illstitutional structures. 
Other essential coi~servatioil steps are: 
prohibition of all large-scale clearcuttiilg in Primorye and southern 1ihabarovsl;iy Iiray. 
control of all tlle local forest enterprises using selective cutting tccl~nologies. 
orient a.tion of the forest enterprises illto forest restoration. 
rcstriction of the liulnber of used roads, and close-down after usage, 
reduction of tlle hunting level of prey species (wild boar and ell;), 
proper iinplementatioll of tlle Russian Federation Goverllnlellt Statelllellt concerning the 
Ainur tiger. and the National Strategy and Coilservation Action Plan. 
6.3 Aillur leopard (Panthei-a pa1.clu.s ol-ientalis) 
6.3.1 General information 
Tlle Pn~zthem pardus orientalis is one of the most endangered big cats in tlle world. Tllere 
are over 20 subspecies of leopard (Pnnthera pnrdus), found in both Asia and Africa. Eight sub- 
species are endangered, four critically. Tlle A ~ n u r  leopard, also called tlle Mancl~urian or I<orean 
leopard, is a beautiful esotic predator and is represented in the IUCN Critically Endangered 
Red List. Tlle species lost 80% of its wild range during 1970-1983 (Current Feline Species a t  
EFBC'IFCC, 199.5). This is the only cold-climate subspecies of Asiatic leopards, ~vhich inllabits 
t l ~ e  mountaii~ous coniferous-broadleaved forests. other leopards thrive in tlle tropics. eI.en in 
deserts. 
The Amur leoparcl occupies a remote area of the Chinese-Rursian borcler and Nortll Iiorea. 
In China and Iiorea they are on tlle verge of estinction, and in Rushia they are estinlated to  
nun~ber  30 adults. 
There are about 157 Alnur leopards in tlle zoos of the world, however only 10 of tllenl are 
puicbrecl (Shoemaker, 1989). 
6.3.2 Historical trends of  distribution and population size 
Up to  tlle beginning of the 1970s the data concerning the leopard was very poor. Tlle literature 
is desultory and scant. In 1972-1973 the first leopard census was performed. 
1)  In the middle of XIX century investigators identified tlle presence of Alllur leopard in 
different regions of Amur-Ussuri I<ray (Figure 9). It was considered that tlle leopard in11al)ited 
the Ussuri river basin, from tlle sources in the south to  the out-flow in the north. and all of the 
Russian territories to  the south of the Ussuri river (Maak, 1861). 
Przheval'skiy (1870) wrote about meetings with animals in the surroundings of Lalie Iihanlta. 
and also in the whole of the Ussuriland Region, but less often than with the Anlllr tiger. 
Scllrenk (1859) considered that the leopard lived along the whole watershed of the Amur 
river and on the coasts of the Sea of Japan and the Sea of Okhotsk, and even in the Sakhalin 
Island. In south-eastern Zabaikalye it was possible to  see the allinla1 in the region closed to  
Nerchinskiy zavod (Cherkasov, 1867). 
Before the 1900s, Arsen'ev (1914) defined the northern border of the leopard distribution 
from Lalie of Iihanka to  the south of the city of Ussuriysk; to  the AIountains of Przheval's1;ogo. 
and llorth to  the eastern slopes of tlle Sikhote-Alin Mol~ntains along the sea cost to the Bay of 
Ol'ga. 
Based on knowledge of the leopard ecology, scientists believe that the nortller~l I~order of' the 
leopard habitat, described by Arsen'ev was the nlost realistic one. The leopard's appearance 
north of this border should only be collsitleretl as accidental (Piltunov and Iiorbishlio. 1992). 
They also noticed that  the described area hat1 been a single habitat area for a long time ancl l l l~~cli  
earlier than from the entl of the 19th century. At the time of Przheval'skiy's findings ( ISTO). the 
habitat area had, probably, already been tlividetl into three parts, nanlely, the Sikhote--1lin's 
area, the North-iiestern area, and the South-Western area. However. tlle lial~itat areas Ivere 
not isolated fro111 each other, and contacts between the leopards collltl occurred easily. 
There was no survey concerning the size of the leopard population at that time. However. 
literature indicated that the leopard was a conllnon species. but not particularly numerous. 
2 )  Along with tlle rapid industrial development and human population growth in the be- 
ginning of the 20th century suitable territories for leopard habitat continl~ed to  decrease. The 
distance increased bet\veen the three habitats descri1,ed al~ove. Transitions betweell the Silihote- 
Xlin's habitat area and tlie two others stopped and the Sikhote-Alin's area 1)ecalne i>olatetl. Thc 
~vell-establisl~etl li111i between tlle North-Urestern ant1 the South-\irestern areas nere t1isturl)etl. 
The last ttvo areas were the eastern parts of tlie big habitat area in the Eastern-hlancliur hIoun- 
tains. located in China. 
Bayltov ( 1927) nlentions that  in 1912, two leopards in Alnur region and I 1  in Primorye mere 
ltilletl by hunting. Solov'ev (1933) considers that a t  the end of the 1920s, 2-3 leopards were ltilled 
per year by hunters in the Ussuri region, however this figure seems to  be an underestimate. 
3)  During the Soviet period the leopard habitats were not permanent, tlle l~orders changed 
and decreased. In the 1930s' the leopards disappeared from the western slopes of tlle Silthote- 
Ailin range and the eastern slopes of tlle habitat area moved to  tlle south. The species also 
disappeared from the Bol'shoy Ussurki, the Bikin and the I<hor river valleys, the Ol'ga, the 
Evstafia, and the Valentina bays, and from the Lazovsky natural reserve. 
Little is known about tlle size of the leopard population during this time periotl. Different 
authors indicate a predator rarity (Bromley, 19.56). However, the leopards were not rare at the 
west coast of the Amur Bay (Vasil'ev et al., 1965). 
Due to  the snlall population and according to  the Iiraypotrebsoyuza data,  the leopard lias 
never been a primary hunted species. During the period 1934-1965, 39 leopard sliills \vcre 
marlieted in Primorye, which means one to  sis killed individuals per year. 
X ban on the leopard hunting was declared in 19.56. However, poaching and liilling near deer 
farms continued. During the period 19-53-1973, .58 individuals were killed in the South-\lTestern 
and the North-western areas (Pikunov and Iiorkishko, 1992). 
4 )  During 1972-1973 the first leopard census and field investigations were carried out by 
Abramov ant1 Piliunov. The  census defined borders and the scale of the habitat areas a t  tha t  
time (Figure 9). 
This census resulted in the  following conclusions: 
all of the  three original areas were conlpletely isolated from each other; 
the  Sikhote-Alin habitat area was approsinlately 500,000 ha. Tlle borders of the habit, 
where the  species lived permanently, could be defined as the mountain range Partizansl<iy, 
tlle right tributaries of the  Iiievka river, both side tributaries of the  Partizansliaya river, 
the south spurs of the mountains of Przheval'skogo, the  Pidail range, the  Stelilyanusa 
river, and the  left tributaries of tlle Arteillovka river. This areas was inhabited by 8-10 
individuals (Abramov and Pikunov, 1974); 
the  North-Western area was 140,000 ha  and the border begun a t  the origins of the  Bol'shaya 
Ussurka river near tlie S ta te  Russian Border with China. continuecl to  the south-east,  
illcluding the Propast '  and Gorbatulla stows, turned south. crossed tlle SI cdnyaya river, 
including the  river tributaries, continued t o  the south-west. and turned t o  tlle  vest. Tlle 
leopards did not live pernlaneiltly in these areas. .5-6 individuals visited this ha l~ i t a t  area 
for short periods of time. 
tlle South-LVestern area was some 500,000 ha. Tlle I~ortler started south of t l ~ r  Raztlol ' l~ay~l 
river, including tlle sources of tlle Borisovka river and tvent straight t o  tllc eaht, after 
crossing the river near the Pusllkino settlement tlle I~order  turnetl t o  soiitll-east, rountletl 
the watershed of tlle Bol'shaya Iiedrovka river, near tlle settlenlent Teresovka it turned 
t o  tlle soutll, and continued along tlle riglit side of tlle railway Vladivostok-I-Iasa t o  the 
Gryaznaya river. Froill tlle river the  border turned t o  the east of the coast of Peter the 
Great Bay, along tlle sea coast to  tlle eastern border of the  Iiedrovaya Pad natural reserve. 
deflected t o  west. crossed tlle Narva river, and near the  Poyma river aga i i~  iuct tlle railway 
\71adivostol<-Hasa11. From the raillvay it turned to  the  tvcst, and later t o  the soutll along 
tile state  border to  the Hasanskaya Lowland, and again it crossetl tlle s ta te  bortler. 111 197.1, 
t hc leopard population consisted of 25-30 individuals, of LV hich 12-13 lived pennn nenl ly 
in the  area, and there was a range of other 13-14 leopards whicli partly inllal~itetl Illc 
territories of China (Abramov and Pikunov, 1974). 
Thus in 1972-1973, tlle total Amur leopard population can be estimated t o  38-46 individuals. 
5 )  In 1983-1984 a new leopard census was carried out by the  scientists Pikunov ant1 Iiorli- 
is111io. They revealed tha t  the  size of the leopard population of the South-IIestern habitat area 
llad not changed, and approximately 25-30 leopards still inhabited this area. Analyses of the 
leopard distribution in tha t  area have shown that  in the south tracks of tlle leopard were only 
present in the upper streams of rivers. This corresponded with the distribution border of t he  
relnaiiling coniferous-broadleaved forest, which was less disturbed by man-nlade activities. In 
the  nortll leopards occurred in inore wide bands, and the presence was also correlated with the 
forest distribution. 
These investigations did not reveal any leopards in the North-LVestern habitat area. Accord- 
ing t o  interrogation by forest workers, sport-hunting, local people, and border-guards the last 
leopard appearance in tha t  territory was in the winter of 1978-1979. Later research confirined 
tha t  the leopards had left these territories (Pikunov and Iiorkishko, 1992). 
Detailed investigations of the  Sikhote-Alin's habitat area could not find any traces of the 
leopard. 
6 )  I11 the 196Os, in China the Alnur leopard was still widely distributcd, but in tllc 1970h t lle 
lailge ancl ~ l u ~ n b e r  had decreased due t o  logging and llunlan settlements. During a wildlife cellbus 
durilig 1988-1992. a population of 8-19 leopards was estimated for the  Heilongjiang Piavince. 
('hinese specialists believe t ha t  some of the leopards live in the Jilin Province. but tllcre ha:, not 
I)t.en any special survey in this area (Iiorkishko et al., 1995). 
6.3.3 C u r r e n t  s t a t u s  and f u t u r e  t r e n d s  
I11 order t o  describe tlie present coiiditiolls with respect to  tlle s tatus of tlle Amur leopartl. t l ~ c  
following coiiclusiolls call be made: 
of three original leopard liabitat areas in the Russian Far East two - tlie Sikhote--4nin's 
and the  North-Western - have been lost due to  clianging environnlent dllri~ig the last 'LO-30 
years and tlie liabitat destruction is estiinated to  continue. 
according t o  tlie 1984 census, the last reiliainiiig shelter for the Amur leopartl in tlie 
~vorld is located in the south-western part of the Primorye region, namely in tlie area 
of the I<edrovaya Pad'  Reserve Zapovednik, where 25-30 aililnals inhabit a territory of 
approximately 500,000 ha.  Accordilig to  unofficial data  the population had decreased t o  
1.5520 individuals in 1995. 
an expedition carried out  by Russian scientists in July-August 199.5 folilltl no signs of the 
leopard in the Beilongjiang Province of Chiila (Iiorliishko et nl., 199.5), 
tliere is no  official statistics available concerning the leopartl s tatus in Norlli Iiorea. IIoiv- 
ever, the situation is estilnated not to  be better tlian in China due to the fact that  leopard 
body parts have high comn~ercial values, used for Tibetanian rnetlicilie purposes, and 
the genetic situation of the population ill the wild is unkno\vn. Of 157 leopartls living ill  
zoos only 10 are purebretl, the  others are hybrids with a hybrid value from 0.250 to 0.625. 
It is obvious tliat without urgent nleasures tlle IZlnur leopartl is alrcatly dooillet1 to  ext inctioii. 
probably within a couple of years. 
6.3.4 G e n e t i c  c o n d i t i o n s  
Cienetic diversity is a critical colnpollent of tlie i s ~ u e  of l)iotliver4ity. T h e  los:, oi'gc.netic variation 
i \  less obviolis thall the losses of specie4, but piobably 11111~11 1110re se\ere. Tlle genetic diversit! 
\\rithin species allows a species the opportuliity to  evolve under changing environments aucl 
\election pressure5. 
G e n e t i c  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h e  leopard p o p u l a t i o n  i n  t h e  wi ld  
Due to  tlie sruall size of the wilt1 population the threat of estinctioll is not only a re\ult ol 
ecological causes, but through loss of genetic diversity as well. 
In some natliral allillla1 populatiolls there is a disproportion between breeding males and 
females. Such disproportion leads t o  a lower genetically effective population coinpared with an 
even-distributed population. This is also the case witli the Amur leopard population. Due t o  
the existing social organizatioll within the leopard population, there is one inale on three females 
(Iiorkishl<o, 1986). Further, due t o  of the small size of the population tlie leopard generations are 
overlapped, and causing inbreeding. Thus, based on the formula presented by Franlilin (195:3), 
the critical size of tlie population call be calculated: 
\\-here S, i h  the gelletically effecti~re popnlation nunlber: iV,,, is the number of inales in ;I pop11- 
lation: and lYf i s t l l e  nurnber of females in a population. 
The  inillillla1 genetically effective llulnber of tlie population shol~ld not l ~ e  less 1 hail 200 
intlividuals for short-tern1 survival, and not less tllail 500 for long-term survival, ill order t o  
i~void negative features of inbred depression. I11 1983, the real populatioii was estilllated t o  
12-13 illdividuals (Iiorliisl~ko. 1989). It is quite evident, tha t  tlie population already has a 
substantial inbreeding. Closed inbreeding, in turn, can be a cause for different diseases, which 
affect the birth and death rates, and numl~er of cubs in the hatch. It is noticed that ,  for the 
period 1976-1986, the average number of cubs in hatch has decreased from almost 2 to 1,6 
( Iiorkishko, 1989). 
Genetic conditions of the leopards in zoos 
At present, 157 individuals of the Alnur leopard live in the world zoos (Gorgas, 1995). Of these, 
114 leopards live in 22 European Zoos.' 
It is evident that only 10 leopards are purebred (hybrid value equal to  0.0000), others are 
hybrids with a hybrid value of 0.2500-0.62.50 (Shoemaker, 1989, and personal comm~nica t ion) .~  
Unfortunately, it is assumed, that one of the major origins of the zoo population was not an 
Amur leopard (Panthera pardus orientalis). It was an individual which arrived at  the Frankfurt 
zoo from Hong Kong on 20 December 1963. This individual deviates from the P.p. orientalis 
sub-species by color and relatively short fur. Later, blood analysis has confirmed that  this 
leopard belongs to other subspecies (Gorgas, 199.5). 
Among 10 purebred leopards, seven are nlales, and three are females. This is an unfavorable 
ses ratio. Moreover, it is estimated that in captivity 11 males are born on every 10 females. 
Also, during the first years of the life-span, illore felnales than males die. 
Nine purebred leopards are right now ii~volved in the European Breeding Program (Sarah 
Christie. personal conln~unication ). However, to restore genetic diversity in the zoo population, 
nine animals is not a sufficient number. 
Recently four additional purebred leopards were found in Indonesia11 Zoos, which stem from 
Iiorea (personal communication). It would be of great importance to involve these animals in a 
future breeding program. 
6.3.5 Main causes of extinction 
The leopard estinction in Russia is caused by direct and indirect ~nan-made activities. The first 
alld the lnost important reason for t l ~ e  population decline is the direct withdrawal of suitable 
habitat areas in order to  eithallce deer farms. agriculture, and coal milling enterprises. Forest 
fires and illappropriate forest management practice also lead to  reduction, deterioration, and 
fragmentation of habitat areas, and prevent the leopard to reach its feeding places. Poaching 
(for illegal trade of leopard products), and straight killing on the territories of lleighboring deer 
farms are other serious problems. 
Habitat destruction and fragmentation 
Natural habitation, where the Alnur leopard prefers to  live permanently, are the vast mountain 
forlllatioils with both steep and gentle slopes. covered with coniferous-broadleaved and mixed- 
broadleaved forests. Favora,ble places, for living and hunting are areas covered with forest, 
mounta,in territories with na,rrow wa,tersllecl ranges, and steep slopes. The preferable altitude 
is a,bout 500-700 meters, and preferably old growth forests should have a stocking 0.4-0.6 with 
open undergrowth. Roe deer is the most common prey and is usually available during the whole 
year. Other prey, like spotted deer, wild boa,r, elk, manchur hare are much more abundant 
(Pikunov and Iiorkishko, 1992). 
Currently nearly all of tlle leopard habitats have been transformed by man-made activi- 
ties. Most often the vegeta.tion of the habitats is now represented by forest formations heavily 
a1t.erna.ted t l~rough repeated fires a.ncl logging. 
%eopards iu ot,her zoos of t,he world have origins from the Europeau Zoos. 
'Hybrid values are o ~ ~ l y  t,l~eoret,ical calcolat,ioiis, based on hybrid values of parents. The individuals from the 
~viltl are considered as purebred animals. 
Alteration of tlie natural vegetation started in tlie beginning of 20th century, [\hen migrators 
s tar ted tlie Far Eastern industrial development. In the soutllern Primorye, tliey frequently used 
forest fires for the preparation of agricultural fields. It  resulted in the introduction of pyrogenic 
plant conimunities. Tliese types of vegetations increase the fire danger by itself. At present 
a remarhal~le part  of the territory is regularly burnt,  and the  process of forest tlegl.ad&tiol~ 
continues and is becoming more and Inore irreversible. 
Of all the  habitat areas, only the  Soutli-western habitat (300,000-350,000 lia) corresponds 
partly to  all the  requirements for a pernlanent habitat area. The  South- veste ern ha l~ i t  a t  i5 locatetl 
in tlie southern subzone of the  lnixetl coniferous-broadleaved forest zone. Due t o  antllropogenic 
disturbancies, the forested area has decreased sul~stantially, and in many places tlie vegetation 
is in tlie secondary stage of succession. Nowadays, the forested area of tlle Hasansliiy region 
composes 48% of the  total  land area and the  same is valid for tlie Nadez1idinsl;iy region (Pikunov 
and Iiorkisliko, 1992). Natural vegetation, or  vegetation sliglitly alternatecl 1)y human activities, 
is saved as narrow bands along the State  Border to  the  north. There a l e  relatively untouclled 
forests in tlie central part of the Iiedrovaya Pad '  natural reserve. Tlie natural vegetation is here 
represented by cedar-black fir-broadleaved-liana forests and tlie northern dopes and sources 
of rivers and creeks are coverecl wit11 coniferous-broadleaved forests. Tlle soutlicrn slopes n1.e 
characterized by natural and secondary oak and mixed forests. 
Other  parts  of tlie region are covered with secondary stage succession vegetation of oal, 
forests, interchanging with buslies of hazel and lespedeza, and high-grass tlry nieatlons ant1 
wetlands. 
Tlie North-Western area has been altered significantly. Tlie territory lias been lost a5 a 
permanent leopard habitat.  Small and middle-sized rivers have I~een  changed for agriculture 
purposes. .A narrow band (50,000-60,000 ha)  along tlie s tate  border is now tlic only place 
suitable for short-term habitation. Such places are cliaracterizetl by liornl~earn-l)~~oad le ved 
forest5 with elements of cedar and oali and wit11 patclles of liigll density undergrontli. 
In the Sililiote-Alin area, tlle middle-sized river area of approximately 1.50,000 Ira on the 
eabtern slopes of  tlle Silihote-Alin mountains, coultl be referenced as an area wliere tlic lcopaltl 
coultl live permanently. Places, wliere tlie leopard could stay periodically, occur 011 tlie ~ v e \ t t l n  
s l o l ~ e ~  of tlle Przl~eval'sliogo range, and in tlie liigll mountain rcgioli (tl ie total are 15 200.000 ha ) .  
Tlie areas with snlall rivers h a l e  been heavily changed by Inan. I11 thebe 1,ltter aleas, the leopartl 
can only s top from time t o  tinlc and the area is of about 150,000 ha (Pikunov ct ol., 19X9). 
Ilitensive llunlan activity in tlle region not only destroys liabitats, but also leads t o  a remark- 
able fragmentation. Even though a stow would be comfortable for tlie living of a leopartl. tlle 
area i5 too isolated froln otller suitable liabitats by unfavorable patclles and nil1 not be occupietl 
11y tlle leopard. This is the  nlajor reason for no occupancy by tlie leopard on what seen1 t o  I)c 
sui tal~le  habitats.  
(a) Relationship to  man. Tlie leopard avoids man extrenlely carefully. It trys t,o avoicl any 
contact, even though there is no real threat.  If hulnan disturbalice is long-lasting. tlle leopartl 
leaves its llorne area. In 1979, in tlle Iiedrovaya Pad' na.tura1 reserve, people often used a path in 
tlle llolne territory of a leopard female. As the result the female left ller 110111e range for several 
years (Pikunov, 1992). Wlien the  leopard defines his home area the  first criteria of choice seems 
t o  be ina.ccessibility of the  territory by man. 
(b)  Leopard relationship t o  logging practices. Literature and all field investigations in- 
dicate that  tlie leopard distribution is correlated with forest practices. Tlle leopard prefer5 
coniferous-l)roatlleaved or mixed-broadleaved forests of tlie primary stage of successioll ant1 sec- 
ondary succession oak forests. Tlle leopard avoids treeless spaces, open woodlands, and 1)uhlies. 
In executed censuses and field research no leopard traclis were found along the  railway 1 I a ~ 1 n -  
ITssurisli, o r  along the  Anlur Bay coast. Tllese territories are cllaractcrized by absence of tlcllse 
forests and have gentle mounds and lowlands covered with woodlands, and an interchange with 
bushes and individuals trees (Pikunov and Iiorkishko, 1992). 
The leopards do not live perillanently in reforested areas. Such areas, especially in patclles 
of clearcuts, are cllaracterized by a high density of bushes. The leopard will visit this landscape 
type periodically for hunting. 
The current forest nlanagemeilt regimes, used in the leopard habitats, are estreillely r~nfa- 
vorable for tlle leopard. Local logging enterprises ( leshozy)  sllould use intermediate fellings. In 
practice, under a illasli of intermediate felling, all comillercial wood is harvested as industrial 
harvests. Tlle enterprises even cut such valuable species as Iiorean pine and Alanchuria~~ walnut, 
~vllicll provide food for many animal species. For esample, in tlle Barsovy Znknzn~X. only young 
small-sized trees and bushes are left after a sanitary felling, which usually also perish due to 
inappropriate harvestiilg tecl~nology. At present, forests are heavily harvestetl in the areas of tlle 
Anan'evka, the Nezhinka, the IiraunovLa, tlle Barabashevlia and tlle Gryaznaya rivers (Piliullov 
and I\'orliishko, 1992). Regeneration is very poor in these areas. Moreover, by tlle artificial 
reforestation, tree species are used which do not have any food value. Therefore, the local forest 
illanagement is only oriented toward timber mining. Thus, these practices ant1 continuous forest 
fires caused by man, deprive the leopard and their prey habitats. 
Tlle leopard prey, roe and spotted deer. prefer to live in mosaic land?capes, ~vhere Sorest 
patches are iiltercllanged with dense bushes and meadow vegetation. It provides good protection 
a l ~ d  footl supply. Therefore, mosaic vegetations, as a result of man-matle activities, may 11a1.~ 
some positive effects on tlle space distribution of ungulates. In the censui of 1953 tlle highest 
tlensity of roe (leer \vas registered in nlised and hroatl-leaved foiests. 'Tl~e tleil>it!. was loner 
in coniferous and oak forests and also in the edges of forest ant1 treelebs patclleb (Piliunov ant1 
Iiorkishko, 1992). Low density of roe deer in food-rich places lilie oali forests ant1 nootlland areas 
nlight 11e esplained by easy access of such places by mall. and l~ence by increased t l i s t l~ r l~ance~  
and poaching. It is poachiilg and vulnerability wllicll pushes the aninlals out of ricl~ place5 to 
places wit11 less food resources. The leopard distribution is follo~ving tlle same pattern. Tllv 
highest density of the leopard population is in coniferous-hroadleaved forests. where tlle pley 
density is lo~ver, hut the disturbance factor is less. Perhaps, such distribution of predators ant1 
prey is an optimal conlpronlise of favorable and unfavorable environmental factors. 
,S'~,lnll-scnle clcarcutting, ilz plncrs ulhcrc 2/16 16oprr.(l Oocs not lire pcraninnc litly, t ould c rcri 
ylrry n po.sitit~e role for ilzcrense(1 footl re.so.urrcs for his 1)r'cg if' othcr di.sftrrb(r~~cc.~ ( 1 1 ~  111~r)7111iz(d. 
(c) Roads. As many other animals the leopard is not very cautioils nit11 respect to traffic ant1 
~oatls .  During night time it is caught by car lights, while crossing the roads. Usually, the leopard 
stop5 for sonle period of time and only then crosses tlle road. This lllillies them vulncrable to 
car accidents and an easy target for poachers. 
Food resources 
Most predators are on the top of the tropllic chain of tlle ecosystems. Big cats need a high density 
of animal prey. first of all ungulates. Moreover, the ungulate populations sllould not only 11e 
available in great numbers, but should also be stable for lollger periods of time. Predator-prey 
relationships are usually stable and maintained in balance in uildisturbed ecosystems. 
The primary prey of the leopard is, as stated above, roe deer (C t rpr~~o l t~ s  ctrl)rrolrr.s L.). 
This ungulate species constitute 8.5% of tlle total leopard prey (Pikunov ant1 Iiorliisl~lio, 1992). 
Spotted deer (C'ervtrs rlippon Tenznzinck) is the secoild most iluportailt prey species."tlter 
prey arc nild boar ( S v s  scr.oft~ trs.strric~r.s), hlancllur hare ( L ~ p v s  rrl?rr~ch~rrirrr.~), raccoon (log 
( .Yyr f c  rr rrtrs procyonoide.s L.), badger (iZIe1e.s iizeles) and several other species. 
'111 places where the density of spot ted  deer is much liigher than roe deer, the  first one is I,eco~liing t.lw liiail~ 
foocl resource. 
According to research data of 1972-1973, the density of the leopard distribution is strongly 
correlated with density of ungulates (Pikunov, 1992). Therefore, decreased ungulate populations. 
or changed migration paths of tlle ungulates result in decreased leopard population. 
Poaching of ungulates destroys the leopard food resources significantly. I11 some places the 
density of roe deer is only 3-5 individuals per 1,000 ha, whereas in the Iiedrovaya Pad' natural 
reserve the density reaches 20-2.5 individuals per 1,000 ha. 
Low density of ungulates has also bee11 intensified in China by Russian scientists. They 
noticed that tlle investigatetl areas can potentially be inhabited by leopards, providetl that tlle 
ungulate density is increased (Iiorkishko et ul., 1995). 
Conflicts between leopards and deer farms 
Soutl~ern Prilllorskiy Iiray is the region, where agriculture has been developed nlost intensively. 
Deer farms are important and stable parts of the economic income for that region. Farmers cut 
off tlle deer antlers in velvet and sell them to Asian pharmacies. Most of t l ~ e  deer farms liave 
been created in the leopard habitats. An area of 40,000 11a is fenced. Tlle leopards. used to their 
fornler lluntil~g areas, continues to  visit these farms. T l ~ e  predator conritlers tlle farm deer as 
natural prey and hunts them. Tlle esisting 2-2.5 ~lleter fence, constructed in an ii1apl)ropriate 
nlanner, prornotes the predator penetration inside the farrns and t l ~ e  farmers consitler the Ieopartl 
an eneIuy and kill him. 
Damage, protlucetl by the leopard in tlle territories of deer farnls 11as (leveloped a l~atretl 1)y 
man to the predator. This is the reason for leopartl elilnination in the past. and it still continues. 
In mally cases, death of ungulates caused by other reasons in this area, is I~lalnetl on t l ~ e  leopartl. 
Poaching 
Despite the I ~ a n  on leopard hunting implemented in 19.56, poacl~ing still continues. During 1956- 
19i'(i. 52 leopards were killed and approsirnately 30 were raugl~t  for zoos. At tllc t i n ~ c  of t l ~ c  
introduction of quite strong measures of punishnlent for poacl~ing, information concerning thcs 
poaching bccanle hidden ant1 unofficial. Ho~vcver, tlle leopard liilling coi~tinuc~s. eveu insitle the 
protected territories. 
Llccording to oificial data, nlore than 5 leopards are killecl every year ailtl hcveral of t l ~ e n ~  are
yo~ulg intlividuals caugl~t by traps set up  for leopards ant1 other animals, like I~atlger or raccooll 
(log. Hunting dogs very often drive the leopards up in the trees, and there the lcopartls are 
killetl 1,- poachers. Despite tlle esisting measures of punishment, po;~cl~ers very often manage 
to avoitl it. 
6.3.6 Conservation measures, existing and future protection needs 
In order to protect the Amur leopard in Russia some conservation nleasures have 1)een untlcr- 
taken. Since 19.56, the llunting of the leopard has been banned. The species is incl~idetl in the 
Russian and the former USSR Red Data Books. Brrrsol~y Znkuznik has been created especially 
for protection of the leopard. There are several decrees. issued by the federal government con- 
cerning protection of endangered species and their habitat areas. However, tlle effectivelless of 
all protection measures are estrenlely insufficient due to lack of control of their fulfillment. 
Existing protected areas 
Tlle llome range of one leopard female is 50-100 kin2. depending on the quality of tlle Ilal~itat 
area. The 11ome range of a male is illucli larger, and covers the areas of 2-4 felllalc llolnc ranges 
and soll~etiilles llis area exceeds 300 km2 (Pikunov and Korkishko, 1992). 
Esisting protected areas, directed toward protection of the leopard in tlle RFR ((Figlire 10). 
are too small to coilserve t l ~ e  remaining leopard population, and to restore the pop111atio11 to 
at  least 50 adult breeding females (see chapter 6.2.6.1). Thus, the creation of a networli of 
protected territories is a vitally important measure for the survival of the leopard. 
Taliing into account the species' critical situation, and tlle fact that the Amur leopartl as a 
species llas a very low reproductive ~ a p a c i t y , ~  it seems to be obvious that an espansioll of the 
protected areas is not sufficient. A survival and conservation plan shoultl be developctl urgently. 
(a) Kedrovaya Pad' Zapovednik (strict natural reserve). Tlie Iietlro\raya Pad' is the 
first natural Z(11l02)€1/72ik in the Russian Far East, established in 1916. Adnlinistered by the 
Russian Acadenly of Sciences, the reserve provides habitat for 60 species of nlanlmals including 
those wllo are in the Russian and World Red Data Books such as the Amur leopard, the Anlur 
tiger, tlle Himalayan bear, the Amur forest cat, and the spotted deer. 
Tlle Iiedrovaya Pad' is tlle only reserve which contains some well-saved llabitat areas for the 
Alnur leopard. However, the area of the reserve, 17,890 ha, is too small to he sufficient for thc 
protection of the leopard. Due to the small area, any anthropogenic disturbance outside the 
Z(rpoucc1rzik indirectly influences the environment inside. hloreover, tlle surrounding territories 
are SO changed by human activities that there is no hope to  restore the primary natural complese:, 
of these territories, even though special measures are undertaken. 
(b) Barsovy Zakaznik (partially protected area). Z(lkazlziks are usually estal)lislietl for 
protection of particular plant or animal species. This type of protected areas is organizetl in 
order to restrict some econonlic activities temporarily or pernlallelltly ant1 of'tcli only tluring 
certain seasons. In reality, Zaka2nik.s; do not fulfill tlieir nlajor protection functionr. as they (lo 
not provide any protection of the species llabitat areas. DifFerent liulllall acti~vities, taking place 
insitle of Z(lkazniks, lead to distortion of tlle ecological conditions of different species. which in 
turn, result in decreased populations. 
The Barsovy Zr~kazrzik. with a protected area of around 100,000 ha, was esta1)lishetl ~vi th  
the ol~jective t o  protect the Amur leopard. IIowever. inside thc Z[lkrrzrzik, comnlercial timber 
harvesting is carried out ant1 the staff is too s~uall  to prelent poaching insitle the Zak[lzrl~k. 
Tlius. at  present. tlle Barsovy Z(ikazrlik tloes not perform its nlaill fullctioll of piotection. 
Recoinmendation for protected areas 
In the Primorskiy Iiray Ecological Program, a government-tlesiglletl ecological action plan to  
year 200.5 is descril~ing the existing Iiray system of protected areas and a perspective for tlle 
future protection. Classification of protected areas in the Prograill is based on tlle principle 
of ecosystem complexity, wllich is the most important factor for coilservation of species. Some 
areas, recoillmended to  be protected by the Program. collld also play a positive role in the Amur 
leopard conservation. 
(a) Borisovskoye (or Shufan) Plateau. Borisozjskoe Plattc~u (Figure 10) is a very inlportant 
area for the Amur leopard. It has been recommended as a protected area. not only by tlie 
Prilnorskip I<ray Ecological Program, but also by international specialists. This is the largest 
relnaining habit at  area for the last population of the leopard. The Plclteau, coveretl with cedar, 
blacli fir and mixed-broadleaved-liana primary forests, is an area of great anillla1 ant1 plant 
diversity. Beside the leopard, other endangered and rare species live here, including the Amur 
tiger, the Himalayan black bear, the Amur forest cat, the Amur goral, tlie spottetl deer, the 
spottetl bush warbler, and the Iiruper's nuthatch. 
The Primorskiy Iiray Ecological Program recolnnlcrtdetl tlie protection of an area of 
103,400 ha of the Bor~sot,skoe PIutenu as a branch of the Iiedrovaya Pad' Zapovrclr~ik and with 
a buffer zone of 11.5,000 ha (Primorskiy Iiray Ecological Progranl, 1993). It shoultl occupy the 
'The -4mur leopard female produces 1-4 cabs every 3-3 years and many of tllenl tlie clue to clifferent, reasons. 
T l ~ u s ,  t.11e total reproductio~l by one female consists of 4-5 cubs during her life cycle. 
territories between the Gryaznaya and the Iiraunovka rivers, and from the State Border to  the 
railway Ussurisk-Hasan, escluding settlements, industrial, and agricultural enterprises. 
Interilational organizations, such as the Friends of the Earth-Japan, the Hornoclier \Vildlife 
Institute, also care about a creation of a protected area in the Plateau in the form of a ilational 
park. However, the initial and economic assessinents prepared by scieiltists are right now under 
coilsideration by the local Department of Game Management ( Upravlenie okhoty and ohotnichego 
khozin,stan), wllicll means that  in the case of a positive decision, the Shufcirz Plntenri will only 
get a Zc~kaznik status, whicll is not enough protection in tlle current situation. 
A protected Borisovskoe Pluteuu, combined with tlle Iierlrovuyn P(lc1' Zc~poucclnik ancl the 
Bnrsovy Zclkaznik would give the leopard a chance for survival in nature. However, intensive 
selective logging is already threatening the forest ecosystenls in the Plntenu, particularly the 
ash forests in the river valleys. Moreover, the forest service recently declared that  they are 
considering opening up the Shufun Pluteuu for large-scale logging. 
(b) Expansion of the Barsovy Zakaznik. It was recolllmended by the Iiray Ecological 
Program to  espand the Barsovy Zukuznik in an area of the upper and lnicldle streams of the 
Amba river (Figure 10) and the proposed area espailsion is about 28,000 ha. 
Soine scientists also consider that  the Gryaznaya river basin shoiild be added to  the B(lr.wo!j 
Zaknzr~ik (Iiorkishko and Glebov, 1984). 
Restoration of former habitat areas and their protection 
A big hope for the survival of the leopard is the restoration of fornler habitat areas. Relatively 
favorable ellvirollinents (in term of food resources and llabitat conditions) in tlle coastal area of 
the Lazovsli~ Zclpoveclnik and surrouildillg territories give an opportunity to restore the Silihote- 
Alin population of the Alnur leopard (Figure 10). The Prilllorskiy Iiray Ecological Progranl 
(1993) envisages the expansion of the Lazovsky Zupoverlnik by adding the hililogratlovka and 
Chernaya river basins (the proposed reserve area is 90,000 ha and with a buffer zone of around 
440,000 ha),  and by protection of the I<rivaya river basin (an  area of 62,500 ha) .  These are 
tlle territories of the former Sikhote-Alin hahitat area of the leopartl. The possil~ilities for a 
huccessful leopard reintroduction and adaptation in this fornler llabitat will l)c clltirely depentlent 
on restoration measures of the habitat. 
Additional proposals for a habitat protected network 
Netivorli of protected areas, developed by groups of iilternatioilal scientists for the Xillur tiger 
coilservatioil (h1iquelle D., 199.5; see also Figure 8) ,  could help the leopard as nell. The Upper 
Ussuri National Park, the Southern Prinlorye Nature Park, the Lazo Ecological Corritlor, and the 
Southern Sikhote-Alin Corridor included in the tiger collservatioil plan as perspective protected 
areas, would provide a habitat for the leoparcl as well. It would also coilnect the Sikhote-Alin 
llabitat area with the Ussuriyskiy Zapovednik, where the leopard could stay periodically. An 
ecological corridor between the South-Western habitat area and tlle Silihote-Alin area sl~oulcl 
also be developed. 
Due to  the biological diversity of tlle Southern Primorye territory the protection level of the 
ivllole region should be increased. 
International Programs concerning the Amur leopard 
The critical situation of the Amur leopard is attracting increased iilternatiollal attention. In 
1992, tlle Russian-American project "The Ecology of the Far Eastern leopard in the South-LVest 
of Primorye" coillllleilced it's work. Scientists of the Russian Acadeiny of Sciences and tlle 
Horlloclier IVildlife Institute, using the radio-collar metl~odology, are trying to  study different 
aspects of the leopard ecology, in order to  answer questions concerllillg the conservatioll of the 
species. 
Tlle IUCN cares about the leopard witllin the European Breeding Progra~u,  wllicli is carried 
out in the European Zoos. They are trying to  breed aninlals in the zoos but tlie program i.; 
coluplicatetl due to  the low number of purebred illdividilals (see also Section 7 ) .  
6.3.7 Conclusions 
To protect the Anulr leopard and its natural habitats the network of protected areas should l ~ e  
further developed. The network should include an increased level of protection within the esist- 
ing territories, restoration of former habitat areas, and creation of new protected areas. However, 
due to  the critical situation, additional efforts for saving the leopard must be undertaken: 
changed forest management; all types of clear felling must be prohibited, not only in the 
leopartl habitat places (existing and future protected areas), but also in adjacent territories. 
Sanitation fellings should be operated under new norlns and the forest enterprises (1c.dtozy) 
slloultl be oriented toward forest restoration, 
improvement of food resources; a temporary ban on all types of llulltillg of ungulate:, in 
the areas of the leopard habitats until the ungulate density has reached 13-20 indivitluals 
per 1,000 ha, 
esclusion of human disturbance in the leopard habitats; all areas tvith a pernlanent living 
by the leoparcl should be assigned to the strictest level of protection, 
increased responsibilities wit11 respect to  maintenance of proper fences arol~lltl deer farms, 
creation of a species farm, ~vhere the leopards could breed in semiwiltl contlitions follo~vetl 
by an illtroduction to the wild, 
orgallizatioll of an effective protection against fires, poaching. and (logs. 
organization of a strict control for fulfillment of all nature protection legihlative tlecrcrs. 
additional fieltl research and comprehensive genetic analysis, and 
extension of public awareness and ellviro~lmental education. 
6.4 Hiinalayan Black Bear ( lir-s,us (Selcnnr.ctos) thibf  tnrzus) 
6.4.1 General inforinat ion 
The Winlalayan black bear (Ursus (Selenrtrctos) thibetclrzns) is one of iiille species of Fanlily 
Ursitlae (bear). In Russia. the Hilllalayall bear, also called Belogrudy because of a white stain 
011 the upper part of the breast, belongs to  Category I1 of the Russian Red Data Book." 
The Himalayan black bear inhabit the South-Eastern Asia, from the Japanese Islands to the 
hIalacca Pellillsula in the south, and to  Afghanistan and Pakistan in the west, incllidillg the 
northerll regions of India. 
In Russia, the bear occupies Primorskiy Icray and the so~itherll parts of Iihabarovsliiy 1l;ray. 
~vhich are tlie peripheral nortllern part of the world geographical distribution (Russian Red Data  
Booli, 1985). In these areas the bear inhabits the cedar-hroadleaved and the mised-broadleaveti 
forests. In the beginning of the 1970s, the population in Primorye was estilllatetl to 1.700-2.000 
'O~ccord ing  t.o the  Rrlssialr Data  Book classification, Category I1 is coilstituted by those sl)rcies/suhspecie,~ 
a i d  l~ab i t a t  areas. \v l~icl~ decrease nlost rapidly. Wit.liout urgent prot.ection lneasllres t,llese species/snbsl~rcieh are 
~ ~ o t e ~ ~ t i a l  pretei~dailts for Catego1.y I. 
inhabitants (Abramov and Pikunov, 1974), wllicll allows t o  assume that  the total nun~be r  of the 
1)ear on the Russian territory is 3,500-4,000 individuals." 
6.4.2 Trends in geographical distribution and population size 
Distribution 
A couple of decades ago, the Himalayan black bear was a common species iilllabiting t 1 1 ~  Russian 
Far East. 
I11 19.57, Sysoev (1957) wrote the  following about t l ~ e  geographical distribution of the bear 
in Russia: 
"The northern border for the bear distribution begins a t  the s tate  border with China 
11pon the Byreinskiy range of the  Beranzh river (pritok Urnli), follows t o  the north- 
east upon the Kukanskiy range t o  the origin of I iura river. Here it turns t o  the 
east and goes down along the El'ban river t o  the Amur river, along the Hungari 
river t o  the  sources of the I-loso river. Further, it follows the nliddle strean1 of the 
Anuy river, in the Anuy-Iihor's and the Iihor-hlnhensk's waterslleds to  the origins 
of tlle RiIuhen river; there it crosses Iillor river and goes fro111 the  C'hul\en-Spkpai's 
watershed t o  the  central range of the Sikhote-Alin Rlountains. T l ~ e  astern border 
s tar ts  a t  the southern part of the Sikhote-Alin Rllountains, iollnds the upper ~ t r ea i i i  
of the Sanlarga river and its tributarieq. and part of the Iiopi river, and reach the 
Sea of Japan t o  the nortli of the Iiopi settlenlent" (see Figure 11) .  
In the  book ..Rare I'ertebrates of the Soviet Far East and their Protection", issued ill 1959. 
the follo~ving was stated on the  borders of the bear distribution (according t o  Bromley. lg(j.5. 
and Iiucl~erenlio, 1974): 
"The habitat area follo~vs a narrow band of the left side of the Ar l~a ra  river, the sollth- 
ern slopes of the Bureinskiy and  the Dzhalii-Unahta-17akbyiana ranges t o  the Gorin 
ri\-er. IIere the border crosses the Amur river. aiitl follows the we5tern slopes of the  
Sikli0te-~4lin range and goes t o  the south of the Bol'shaya ITssurka river watershed. 
Fro111 there, the distribution area occupies all the forestetl part o l  the Silihotc--4lin 
range. In the north, the border follows the Sea of .lapail and reaclles the n~atershed 
of the hlalisiinovka river. Individual parts of the distribution area are still retained 
aroulld the Pogranicllny range, and in the Borisovskoe Plateau and the Black Aloun- 
tains, where the border goes down t o  the south t o  the Iirasl<ino settlement. In the 
described area, the species is absent in the foreslless areas. in valleys, and in higll 
lnoulltains covered with fir and spruce" (Figure 11). 
Tlle difference in the above bear distributions [and the bear disappearance along the sea cost, 
between the settlements Kopi and Maksimovka (Figure l l ) ] ,  can be explained by tivo factors: 
1 )  inaccurate description of the borders; or 2) a disappearance of the bear in coastal zones due 
t o  cllanged forests. Thus. Brornley (196.5) wrote: 
". . . a t  present there is almost no cedar in the broadleaved forests in Prinlorye. 20- 
30 kin along the sea cost and 90-120 km along the eastern side of the ITssuri river, 
as a result of cutting and fires . . .". 
There are no nlore recent surveys concerning tlle geograpllical distribution of the spccies. 
Honever. Iiucherenko ( 1981) identified some change in the border line of the habitat of the  bear 
011 the  western part of Priamurye. In the Amur region, the black bear l~a t l  became rare even 
" R ~ ~ s s i a n  Retl Data Book indicates a total number of 6,000-8,000 bears, this figure, l~oxvever, scelns to hr 
overest inlatetl. 
Table 6. Average density of the Hima1aya.n bla.cli bear in different types of forests (per 1000 
ha.) . 




Coastal oak forests 
Source: Bazyl'nikov, 1977 
in t,lle ceda.r-broadleaved forest of the central part of the Arhara river watershed. The  author 
pointed out ,  that  the bear may be extinct in these a,reas in the future. 
The  Himalayan bear is also ramre in t,he southeril a,nd the western regions of Primorskiy Kray 
as well (Hramzov 1981). 
Population size 
There are no  specific censuses with respect t o  the population size of the Himalayan bear in 
Russia. Until recently, this bear was considered a coitlmo~l hunting species. However, it is 
evident (Figure 12), that  the nunlber of bears registered for s tate  purcllases during the period 
1934-19.50 had decreased. Although these figures can not be indicators of the annual number 
of bears killed, it is probably an approximate reflection of tlle population development. It also 
sllolild be noticed that  the IIimalayan blacli bear represents a major part of the colllnlercial 
purchases of bears, due to  the fact that  the brown bear live in more inaccessible areas and t o  
obtain hi111 is much more difficult than the l~lacli bear (Brornley, 1965). 
In 1974, I~uchere1~1;o (1974) estiinated the size of the bear population in the Russian Far 
East t o  be more than 6,000 individuals. At the same time other biologists estimated the size t o  
seine 3,000 individuals (Abramov and Pikunov, 1974). 
It is assumed, tha t  decreasing rate of the bear population is 4-4.6 70 per year (Batalov, 
1977). Based on this assumption. the clurent population size can be estinlated to  be 1500-2500 
i n d i ~ i d u a l s . ' ~  
6.4.3 Main causes for the decrease of the population 
The main causes for the decline of the bear population are degradation of habitat areas due to  
logging and fires in cedar forest, decreased protective and fodder functions of biotops. Other 
reasons are huniail disturbances of' bear dens and intensive hunting. 
Habitat destruction and degradation 
The existeilce of the Himalayan bear is strongly coilnected with ceda.r-broa.dleaved forests. The  
distribution of these forests defines the borders a,nd lmbitat a.reas of the bear in the Russia,n Far 
Ea,st. Mixed-broadleaved forests are of secoild illlportailce for the bear (Bromley, 1965). 
Special censuses dealing with the relationship between the bear density and different biotops, 
carried out on the areas of Zu1)ovediziks a,nd hunting enterprises, have revealed the figures shown 
in Table 6. 
It 11a.s been shown, tha t  under optimal 1labita.t conditions, the average bear density can reach 
0.84-0.96 iildividuals per 1,000 ha  (Ba.talov, 1977). Dunishenko (1977) estimated tha t  the core 
of tlle bear population is 1oca.ted in the forests of the central mountains of the I<lior, the Bikin, 
"The present size of the pop~ilat,ioil N can bc estiir~at.ed by the formula: N = Noe-Of, where No is the initial 
size of the population (the populatioi~ in 1974). a is the rate of population changes (in this case 0.04-0.046), t 
is time in years (in this case 1 = 22 yea1.s). Tl~coretically, approximately 1,500 bears live wild t.oday in Russia, 
if tlie populatioi~ size in 1974 was some 4,00U ii~cli\~idt~als; and approximately 2,500 bears, if tlie population size 
was a.round 6,000 individuals. 
and the Bol'shaya Ussurka watersheds. Being a typical inhabitant of high trees in mountains. 
the bear absolutely avoids forests in slopes, open spaces, valleys, and riverlands. 
Tlle harvest of the virgin forests, especially the cedar-broadleaved forests, has deprived thc 
hear its major habitats. The decrease in the extent of cedar forests (due to colnlnercial harvest- 
ing) seems to be a primary cause of decline of the bear population. 
(a) Food resources. Korean pine nuts, acorns of Japanese oak, nuts of hazels and hianchurian 
walnut, different fruits and berries, are the main food sources of the I-Iimalayan black bear. 
Sysoev (1966) found that  the bear stonlac11 content consisted of 60% cedar nuts, 30%) oali 
acorns, and 10% fruits of grapes and blackberries. There was no observation of the bear eating 
ungulates or any other animals. 
Cedar nuts and oak acorns are the major sources, from wllicll the bear gains the fat for the 
winter sleep. Thus, well-being of the bear depends entirely on these species of trees. 
(b) The bear dens. Logging leads to a population decline through the elimination and 
destruction of the bear winter refuges. It is a well-known fact. that the Himalayan bear arranges 
its dells in hollo~vs of trees. The bear arranges nlost of the dens in living trees (SOU/;)). Iialf of 
the dens are located in lime (Tilicr), and one third in cedar and cottonrvood (Poprrlus) (Sysoev. 
1966). 
The ])ear arranges his dens primarily in virgin forests, wllich have not heen exposetl to 
logging and fires. These are the best ])ear biotops ill terms of their protective ant1 fodder 
functions. Therefore, cutting of virgin forests, and especially cedar-broadleaved forests, lead> to 
tlecreasing amoullts of habitats and a degradation of the tlominating bear habitats. 
13e5ides harvesting, hunters are destroying the dens when they are tr!-ing to  shoot tlle bear. 
Hunters cut the dens, and force tlle bear to get out by smolce. The bear never occupies such 
trees again. The number of such destroyed dens are estilnated to thousantls. Xccortlillg t o  
Dunishenko (1977), of 100 trees with dens, 80 had cut (lens. 
The clecreasing nulllber of safe refuges increa5es the bear nlortality by its ~ n a i n  enelnies. 
pretlators slich as tiger and brown bear. 
Hunting and poaching 
ITllregulated hunting and poaching also have dilnillislled the poplilation rapidly. In the 1970,. of 
147 1)ears of both species (black and brown) registered as killed, .53.l%, were black bears. Fenlales 
with cubs constitute some 80% of the hunted animals and half of the I~ears are liilled duiing 
winter in their dells (Dunishenko, 1977). Despite the esistence of regulated llunting seasons. 
hunters do not follow any regulations (Dunishenko, 1977). 
6.4.4 Existing and future protection needs 
Existing protection measures 
Until 1939 the Himalayan bear was considered to be a dangerous predator, and was allolved to 
be hunted and killed tl~roughout he whole year. After 1940 the hunting is restricted to  hunting 
seasons (Hramzov, 1977). 
I11 1975, hunting licenses were implemented in Primorskiy I<ray and in Iihabarovskiy Iiray 
the hunting is completely prohibited since 1977. However, one of the inajor causes for the 
population decline, the destruction of the bear habitats, has not been regulated. 
The IIilllalayan bear lives in all terrestrial Zupovcclniks of Priinorye (except for lands arountl 
the Iihanka Lake). IIowever, as mentioned before, the areas of the existing Z~lpou~(/~tik.$ are too 
small to illaiiltain populations of big vertabrates, including the Himalayan bear. Decline in the 
rlunlber of bears has been noticed even in the territory of the Lazovsky Zupoacdnik (Bromley. 
196.5. and 1968). 
F u t u r e  p ro tec t ion  needs  
The following nleasures are required in order to protect the Himalayan black bear: 
A network of the protected areas has to be established: new Ztrporrtt11zik.s (or planned 
espailsion of the esisting Zapovedniks) should be based on an optillla1 living of evolutionary 
population units of the species. A number of new Ztikazniks should be established and for 
this purpose a special census sllould be carried out in order to clarify the current size of 
tlle bear populatioil and the distriblltioil areas. 
Logging activities should be restricted or baniled in the core areas of the bear distribution 
and special forest management rules sho~ild be implelnellted in other arcas of the bear 
distribution. Reforestation sho~lld be oriented toward restoration of the illail1 fodder tree 
species. 
IIuiltiilg of the bear should be banned until the size of the popula.tion has reached the level 
of the 1970s. At that point, huntiilg should be restricted by licenses, to hlliltiilg seasoi1s, 
and to particular territories. 
Special ineasures of puilisllmeilt sllould be established for the destrl~ction of the hear tlens. 
Tlle tlestructioil of the habitats is a inajor cause of tlle decline of the IIiinalayan black hear 
population. Logging of the cedar-broadleavcd forests. the primary bear biotop. llas to 1)e 5trongly 
regulated. 
Preseilt and future harvesting in tlle Biltin. tllc Hor, the Sanlarga river nater5llcd5 (nllcle 
tlie core of the populatioil is located) will accelerate the decline of the population. 
6.5 Birds 
6.5.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  
The Rlissiail Far East. illaiilly the Prinlorskiy Iiray. is thc richest region of Ru44ia nit11 icspcct to 
I~ircl species diversity. According to the maps of bird species richiless (Ministry of Environ~neiital 
I'rotection and Nature Resources, 199.5), the total number of bird specie5 in the Primorsltiy lira? 
call l ~ e  stiillated to 380 (61% of the total iluirlber of bird species in Russia). Tlle 11105t reach 
areas in term of bird species diversity are the territories arouiid tllc lillailka Lake ( the  Ilasaii5lti~ 
rn1o1z totally) and tlie Silthote- Alin mouiltain forests. 
I11 the Primorskiy Iiray 33 species of birds are li4ted in tlle USSR Red Data Doolt (198.5) 
and of wllicll 11 species are in tlle IUCN Red Data Book. 
Vegetation plays a deterininant role in tlle formatioil of forest-dwelling bird comilluilities (Si- 
nionov, 1987). Species diversity. structure and size of such populations are prinlarily correlated 
with the type and the structure of the forests where they live (Dubinin, 1960). 
However, by a vegetation change, different bird species respond differently. Soine of theill. 
having a strong food specialization or strict affiliation to a particular habitat, decrease in nuin- 
bers, or disappear totally. The Russian Far Eastern Siberian Grouse (De~ztlrrigtrpus fiilcipen- 
nis). Blakiston's Fish Owl (Iietupa blnkistoni), Spotted Nlltcracker (ATucifi.trgcr crrryoctrfocfts). 
Eurasia11 Nuthatcll (Siftn eliropaerr). and others l~elong to  this group. Soine of theill are rare 
and/or endangered, and llarvestiilg or fires in a particular forest call lead to increased tllieat to 
these species. 
Soine of the bird species have a wider range. These species call tolerate some cllailges in 
their environment. 
lu this section, short assessments of four endangered bird species of tllc RFE are cairied 
out. Tlie assessineilts are nlade for species mainly related to riverland forests. 1Iarvrstiilg of 
these forests, whicll increased especially during the last couple of years, has caused a population 
decrease due t o  losses of suitable sites for breeding ant1 changed water regimes. T h e  result has 
been a tlecrease of available fish for the birds. 
6.5.2 Blakiston's Fish-Owl (Ketupn blakistoni, Seebohm, 1884) 
Blaliiston's Fish Owl (Iietupn blakistoni) belongs to  Category I of the Russian Retl Data ~ o o l i . "  
and has been included in Appendix I1 of tlle CITES, and is listed as  a species nllicll lequiles 
special protection according t o  the Russian-Japanese Convention on hligratory I3irtlb (Red Data 
Booli, 1985). 
Distribution 
In the Russian Far East the  continental subspecies (1i.b. doerriesi) inhabits watersheds of big 
rivers ( t he  Iihor, the  Bikin, the  Bol'shaya Ussurka) in the  Prilnorskiy Iiray. In Iihabarovsliiy 
Iiray and in Priamurye the  Fish Owl is noiv very rare. In Sakllalin Islalld and in the South- 
ern Iiuril Islands there are possibilities t o  see the island subspecies (Ii .6.  blnkistoizi) (Rare 
Vertel~rates of thc Soviet Far East and their Protection, 1089). 
In addition t o  Russia, the species illhabits North-Eastern China, the 1Iol;liaido Islailcl 
( J apan ) ,  and probably the northern parts of Iiorea (Rare Vertebrates of tlle Soviet r a r  East aild 
their Protection, 1989). 
Population 
At present the popula.tion size is a.t a critical level. In 1973, Pukinskiy (1973) wrote t11a.t the  
Blaliiston's Fish Owl was a comlnon species in the rivcrland forests of the Bikin river. At [.hat 
time it was possible t o  see a.n owl breeding pair every 10-12 km. In 197.5519'76 a t  a. distance 
of 2.50 kin along the Bikin river, less than 70 indivitluals were registered (Puliinsliiy, 19S l ) .  In 
1938-1939. in tile ba.sin of the Bol'shaya IJssurlia river 12-1.5 pairs were registered on every 
100 lim along the river. I11 1980, the  I3laliiston's Fish Owl had become a big rarity in these areas 
ant1 the number of birds had decrea.sed by *50% (Puliinskiy, 1981). 
Presently. not more than  1.5-20 individuals inhabit the forest,s of the Biliin river basin. There 
are no birds any loilger in the forests of the Iillor a.nd t,he Bol'shaya Ussurlia river basins. 
Causes of disappearance 
Tlle riverland multilayered cedar-broadleaved forests are the  preferable biotop of the  l.'i$ll 01~1 .  
I7irgin tree species of such forests are elms ( ITlmus propinqua, lT. lnciiiioto), poplar (Popu l l r~  
rnnrzi~zovzczii), ash (Fraxinus manchu~.zca), and Amur cork tree (Phtllodtizdi~oi~ omurriz.s, ). 111 
the crowns of these trees the owl arranges tlle breeding nests (Pukinsliiy. 1973). 
T h e  harvesting of the  riverland forests and the intensive industrial development of these 
regions ( the  I<hor, the  Bikin, and the Bol'shaya Ussurka river basins) have led t o  a substantial 
decrease of the Fish Owl population and brought it close t o  extinction. Tlle llarvesting of the 
riverland forests (mainly elms species) has accelerated especially during the last couple of years. 
The  harvests lead to  changed water regimes in the  rivers and result in decreased fish populatiolls 
(mainly salmoll species), which in turn  affect the Fish Owl population. 
Measures of protection 
Tlle followillg measures of protectiol~ ha.ve to  I)e introduced: 
. ategory I of the  1111ssian Red D a t a  Book includes species, w l ~ i c l ~  are OII t he  edge of e s t inc t . i o~~ .  P o p ~ ~ l i ~ t i o ~ ~ h  
of s11c11 species have reached a critical level, and habitats have been changed so drarllatically that  \ v i t l ~ o ~ ~ t  special 
rlleasures of protection these species can be est.inct in the  future. 
restrictions on logging of the riverland forests; 
creation of a network of special Znpovedniks and Znbazniks; 
creation of artificial nests; 
i ~ n ~ l e m e n t a t i o n  of proper measures for punishlnents of poaching. 
6.5.3 Sca ly-s ided  M e r g a n s e r  (hlergus sqzlcimatus, G o u l d ,  1864) ,  
a n d  M a n d a r i n  d u c k  (Aiz gulericulntn, L innaeus ,  1758)  
Scaly-sided htlerganser (hlergus squanzatus, Gould, 1864) falls withill ('ategory I1 of the  Russian 
Red Da ta  Book. T h e  species is included in the former Soviet lJllion Red Data Book and the  
IUCN Red Da ta  Book. 
Malldarin duck (Aix gulericulntn, Linnaeus, 1758) also belongs t o  Category I1 of the Russian 
Red Da ta  Book. T h e  hlalldarill duck is also included in the  former Soviet Union Red Da ta  
Book. 
D i s t r i b u t i o n  
The  geographical distribution for both species is the Russian Far Ea5t. Tllc hIalltlali~l duck 
also lives, beside of Russia, in the  Japanese Islands, and probably in China ant1 Iiolca (I iare  
Irertel)rates of the Soviet Far East and their Protection, 19S9). 
In the Russian Far East the  Scaly-sided hllerganser inhabits coniferous-11~oadle~11~ec1 forests 
in the valleys of the Sikhote-Alin rivers: the Iiievka, the Samarga, the  Iicnla, the Bil;in, the 
Bol'shaya Ussurka, the Khor, the Sukpai, and others. Tlle species also li\es in forests of some 
river basins in the  Iihabarovskiy Iiray, and a t  the uestern side of tlle Amur r i ~ e r .  
Tlle hlalldariall duck uses the sanze biotops and inllabits the same distrillution areas, but  also 
illhabits the eastern side of the  Arnur river, the valley of the llssuri river, the Pri1;hankaysl;aya 
lowland, the southerll Primorye, the  southern part of Sakhalin Island, and the  Southern Iiuril 
Isla~lcls ( t h e  Russian Red Da ta  Bool<. 1985; and the Rare Vertebrate., of the Soviet Far Eabt and 
their Protection, 1989). 
P o p u l a t i o n  
Tlle populations of these species of birds are decreasing rapidly. In 1980-1981, along the Biliin 
river it was possible to  see Scaly-sided Merganser breeding pares every 6-8 km. Tlle total 
population a t  the  Bikin river was estimated t o  120-1.50 pairs (Shibnev, 1985). There are no 
da ta  on the  current population available, but during tlle last 15-20 years the population in the 
Iihor river basin is estimated t o  have decreased by 20%, in the Bikin river basin by more t l ~ a l ~  
in lo%,, and in the  Bol'shaya Ussurka river the species has disappeared completely ( t he  Russian 
Red Data Book). 
In the 1960s, the Mandarian duck was one of the main hunting trophies. The  species 8ocl;s 
were a conllnoll phenomena a t  the Bikin river (Shibnev, 1985). In the beginning of the  19705, 
a pair of Mandarian ducks bred every 2-3 km along the main stream of the  Bikin river ( t h e  
~nasinzunz density was 1-1.5 pairs per km). In the beginning of the 1980s. the llulllber of the 
birds was retluced by half. In 197.5, the total number of the hlandarian duck population (within 
the Biliin river watershed) was 5.50-600 breeding pair (Shibnev, 19S5). During 1964-1974, in 
P r i a m u p e  the  population number decreased by 50% (Roslyakov, 1977). The  hlantlarian ducli 
disappeared during the same time period from tlle basins of some rivers in the south of Prilnorye 
(Polivanov, 1981). 
Basic causes for the populations decrease 
Tlle nlajor force for causing the decline of the populatiolls of 110th species is the harvesting of 
tlle riverland forests, which are rich on llollow trees. Both of the species arrange their breecling 
nests in hollows of elms, poplars, and oaks. In places where tlie forest llas been harvested, and 
the river shores have become open, the species do not build their nests. Also, log rafting, and 
motor boats scare and kill the young hatches. 
In addition to harvesting, poaching and changed water regimes (by the industrial tlevelop- 
melit) affect the species. If the industrial developnient of the llabitat regions urill colltillue wit11 
the same rate as before both the Scaly-sided Merganser and the Mandarian duck will I)e under 
a big threat in the Russian Far East. 
Protection needs 
tlle following protection measures a,re required: 
restrictions on harvesting of riverland forests, 
creation of effective protection areas (first of all witllin the I3ikin river I~asiu),  
give Zukaznik status to all places where tlie species have I~reeding nests. 
ban industrial development rvithin breeding areas, and 
restrict access of people and motor boats to  breeding areas tlrlring tlle nesting periotl. 
6.5.4 Siberian Grouse (Derzdrclgclpzrs f(~lcipenrzi.~, Hartlaub 1885) 
Sil~erian Cirouse (Dendmgapus fc/lcipenni.s, Hartlaub 1885) is a rare endemic species 1)elonging 
to  Category I1 of tlle Red Data Book, and is registered i l l  the fornler Soviet Union Recl Data 
Book. 
Distribution 
Siberian Grouse inllabits territories of tlie eastern part of Zabaikal'ya. areas fro111 sorltll-eastern 
Yakutia to the coasts of the Sea of Okhotsk; tlle waterslleds of the Amur riler and sonle rivers in 
tlle Iihabarovskiy Iiray: reach tlle upper streams of the Bol'sllaya Ussurka, tlle Rutlnaya rivers 
in tlle Prinlorskiy Iiray, and tlle llortllerll and tlle central parts of the Sakllalin Island. 
Tlle species' preferable biotops are fir and spruce-fir forests. 
Population 
I11 the late 1950s, the Siberian Grouse was a common, widely distributed species of tlle 
Iiliabarovskiy Iiray (Roslyakov, 1985). However, since that  time tlle populatioll llas decreased 
rapidly. In 1976, in the I<habarovskiy Kray the population size was approximately 15,000-20.000 
individuals and in 1980-1981, it was some 12.000-15,000 (Roslyakov, 1985). 
Causes of disappearance 
Due to  high food specialization (the major food source is fir needles) the species illhabits the 
fir and spruce-fir forests. In other forest formations the species live only temporary during 
migrations. Sucli affiliation by the Siberian Cirouse to particular types of forest illakes tlle 
species strongly vulnerable. Harvesting of these forests leads to  complete di~appearance of tlle 
species. Fires, hunting and people disturbance are among other factors causing tlie population 
decrease. As a result of all of these factors, the species has disappeared fro111 tlle Bailial-Anlur 
Railway zoile ( Roslyakov. 198.5). 
Protection measures 
The followillg protectioil measures are required: 
crea.tion of Zakaziziks in areas with a concentration of the Siberian Grouse. 
restrictions on clearcutting of fir and spruce-fir forests, 
measures against forest fires and poaching, and 
artificial breeding. 
6.5.5 Forest dynamics and successions of bird communities 
Sollle bird species of the Russian Far East do not have a food specialization. Biotopical dis- 
tribution of such birds depend on certain behavioral reactions, i.e., physiognomy of ha l~i ta ts  
( Iiushnarev, 1984). 
The virgin cedar-broadleaved forests of tlle Sikllote -Alin region are characterized by a mul- 
tilayer and multielement structure, abundance of natural shelters and niches for ljirtl diversity. 
and well-developed diverse undergrowth. The virgin broadleaved forests in valleys also have a 
colllples and rich structure (Haritonov, 1978). Bird con~munities, inhabiting such forests, have a 
coillples structure and are well distributed spatially (birds can be subdividetl into crowil. stem. 
and multilayer species). 
Due to  harvesting and ullcoiltrolled fires, significallt areas of the cedar-broadleaved forests 
of the Sikhote-Alin have been trailsforined into secoildary broadleavetl forests with lime, ljirch, 
and aspen as dominant species. These secondary forests are much poorer habitat<, they have a 
single-layer structure and less plant species. This, in turn, leads to  coi~siderable cl~anges i n  tlle 
bird communities. 
Successiol~al dyilamics of the virgin coniferous-1)roadleaved forests to secontlary, gel~erally 
lime-broadleaved forests, is a coinilloil process in tlle Sikhote-Alin region. IIomever, this p ~ o c ~ s s  
in its natural form, mainly caused by on-ground fires, talies centuries. Humail activitieh have 
accelerated this process of forest alteration tlranlatically. clue to selective harvesting of cedar 
and other coniferous species, and by cronn fires illduccd 11y man. 
General features of the formation of bird communities 
in the secondary broadleaved forests 
The formation of bird communities in t l ~ e  secondary broadleavetl forests is illustratetl i l l  Figure 
13. According to  Nazareitko (1971), the core of the ornitl~ofauna of the secondary broatlleaved 
forests is represented by birds of the virgin coniferous-broadleaved forests. esamples of these 
birds are the Oriental Cuckoo (C~rrulus aturatus), the Siberian Blue Robin (Ltrsczllin cynrze), the 
Grey-carred Woodpecker (Deizdroropos canicayillis), the Scaly Trusll (Zoothern davrlzn Lnthaiiz). 
and the Asian Stubtain Warbler (Urosphena squameiceps). 
Tlle remaining part of the bird comnlunities in the secondary forests consists of birds ivith 
origin in the virgin broadleaved forests of valleys. Examples of these species are the Gray Wag- 
tail ( i~~o tac i l l a  cinerea Tunstall), the Yellow-breasted Bunting (Emberizia elegans Ten~minck), 
the Brown Shrike (Lanius rristatus Linnaeus), and the Azure-winged Magpie (Ciclnopicn cyclizus 
Pallas). At different stages of the forests succession different combinations of these bird corn- 
munities call be represented. 
X~lt l~ropogel~ic impacts (llarvesting or human ind~iced fires) promote a broad distril~ution of 
ecotonc vegetation communities. -4s a result. significant changes of the bird coillnlunitics ~vill 
tabe place due to edge effects, changes in nutrition and habitat structures. Impacts of sucll 
changes on bird comnlunities have been demonstrated by Simoilov (1987) and are sunlnlarizetl 
ill Table 7. 
Table 7. Changes in bird populations a't different stages of anthropogenic succession of ceda.r- 
11roadlea.ved forests (in %). 
Sparse cedar-broad- 
Virgin cedar- leaved forest in the 
broadleaved first stage of succession 
Bird communities forest after harvesting 
Crown birds 34.2 20.7 
Stem birds 11.5 7.8 
hlultilayer birds 14.8 9.5 
Birds of undergrowth and bushes 39.5 62.0 
Broadlcaved forest 







Tot.al l~uinber of individuals per k m b 4 5 . 3  507.8 586.8 
Tot,al number of species 3 0 23 19 
Table 8. l'otal number of birds in different stages of virgin spruce-cedar-broadleaved forest (in 
FITestern Sikhote- Alin). 
Large-scale Forest after Isolated site Large-scale 
original selective in secondary secondary (after fire) 
virgin forest llarvesting (after fire) forest I~roatlleavetl forest 
Total number of birds per km"29.4 162.1 87.0 226.7 
It can be seen from Table 7 tha t  the total nulllber of bil.tls increases ~ 4 t h  changed succe~siolls. 
1% llile tlie nuinber of bird species is decreasing. The  relative number of tlee-layer birtls (crown. 
s t e ~ u .  and inultilayer birds) decreases, \vhile the relative nunlber of birtls of untlerglowth ant1 
1)ushes is increasing. 
C'o~nparative investigations of original and cl~ailgetl (by harvesting and forest fires) habitats 
have revealed tha t  one of the most important factors for the formation of bird conlluunities 
ill tlle secondary broadleaved forests is the colltinualitp of the forests (I<ushnarev, 1954). 111 
isolatetl forest ~ a t c l l e s  the poplilatioils of all bird species decrease significantlj (Table S) .  
Changes in the  winter bird coillinunities 
Forest alteration, caused by harvesting and fires, affects first of all the tvinter bird columunities. 
-\ccording t o  field ol~servations (C'haritono\. 1978) in tlle AIiddle Si1;hot~-Xlin region. tlic 
winter bird collllllunities changed significantly in numbers and species patterns in secol~tlary 
forests in conlparisoll wit11 the virgin forests. Thus, the primary cedar-l~roadleaved and tlie 
broadleaved valley forests had the highest number of winter birds, 78 and 60 individuals per 
lim2. In secondary birch-aspen forests the representation was 42 individuals per km2. 
The structure of the winter bird communities is cllanging between primary and secondary 
forests due to  elimination of some forest elements aiid transformation of bird habitats.  For in- 
stance, tlle relative numbers of the winter crow11 birds (tlie Spotted Nutcracker and the  Eurasian 
Jay).  and the winter stem birds ( the  Eurasian Nuthatch) decrease in the secondary birch-aspen 
forests. At the same time, the lnliltilayer birds ( P A  RIDA E family) keep their absolute nulnber 
and can even increase in relation t o  tlle total winter bird population (Haritonov, 1978; see also 
Figure 14). 
6.5.6 Future trends in ornithofauna of Primorye 
Due to  the present intensive industrial developnlent of the Russian Far East tlie environment is 
cllanging remarkably. Analyses of the distribution of the bird nestling during the period 1968- 
1978 in regions of tlie Bikin river basin and altered t o  different degrees reslilted in the follo\ving 
conclusiolls (Pukinskiy, 1981b): 
After logging, birds normally living in open or semi-open spaces a,nd birds living near 
ma.n find their optimal living conditions. Tlle popula,tion of sucll birds increase, especially 
those ha,ving a superplastic behavior. Thus, the unique ornitllofauna of Primorye is re- 
placed by species which a,re sinanthropic or common for all of Europe. Before tile logging 
of cedar-broadleaved forests, predatory birds like the Pernis ptilorhy12chus. tlie B?lt(lst?~.r 
indicu~, aad the Accipiter ~~ i rga tz~s  constituted the core of nestling birds. After tlle logging, 
other species, like the A!filaus korcshun, the Buteo buteo, and the Hypotriorehis subbuteo, 
dominate tlie nestling. The owl Iietupa Blakistoni disappeared and the owl species 11;irzoz 
scz~tz~lata and Otus sunia were replaced by Asia otus a,nd A .  pn~n2nzeu.s. This process is 
common for other systematic groups of birds as well. 
2. Birds which have an extended reproduction time appea.r to be a.ble to handle different 
antliropogenic activities. Different species of the P(isserinofor~iaes family ca,n serve as 
esamples: Phoenicurus auroreus, Emberizia sl~oclocephnla, Chloris sinicn, a.nd others. 
3. At all forms of harvesting (even selective or partial) very specific species of birds disappear 
first of all. These are birds using habitats of multilayer forest stands and this is especially 
true for riverland forests. which have a limited estent. These forests are of great ilu~>ortance 
being the main reserves and natural penetration paths of birds in the Iiray. Intensive 
llarvesting of such forests leads not only to impoverishment of ornitlioceilosises but also to 
undesirable qualitative changes of the fauna as a whole and to  an introclaction ant1 111,oad 
distribution of new species. 
6.5.7 Conclusions 
The Primorsliiy Iiray hosts about 70% of bird diversity in Russia. Many of the hirtl species 
and the bird comnlunities are strongly dependent on specific types of forests, mainly the cedar- 
11roa.dlea.ved forests a.nd different pi.ima.ry riverlancl forests. IIowever, clue to illtellsive 11arvest;iilg 
a,nd a large estent of forest fires these forests lmve changed significantly, wllicll in turn has let1 
to replacenlent of the unique ornithofallna in the Primorye. 
Tlle popula,tions of highly specializetl species lmve tlecreased ra.pidly and forced soille of 
tllem to the verge of estinction (Fish Owl). Other bird species witlr a more wide a.tlaptatioi1 
range increa,sed substantially. Despite the fact that the territory of the Prinlorsliiy Iiray is 
critica.1 from the bird diversity point of view, there is limited attentioil 1)y local (Russian) or 
interna.tiona1 organizations to protect and conserve bircl species and their ecosystel~~s. Only 
by relevant protection measures, like prohibition on logging of certa,in t,ree species or types of 
forests, and creation of an estended network of protected a.reas ( Zapoveclniks and Zrrk(r.zr2.ik.s )
the unique ornithofauna of Primorye ca,n be saved. 
7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Overexploitation of forest resources leads to serious losses of biodiversity. The most effective and 
efficient mechallism for conserving biodiversity is to prevent from the destruction ant1 tlegrada- 
tion of habitats. Every species is a part of an ecosystem, and plays a unique role in the ecosystenl 
maintenance. To achieve variety of species, the conservation of ecosystenls and landscapes is 
assumed to be one of the best methods. 
Individual species may be special conservation targets of several reasons. Some of the species 
are so-called keystone species with especially important roles in ecosystenls and may need to be 
assigned special conservation and protection. Otliers face great threat from over-e~ploit~ation, 
lluman disturbances, and changing environment. Some have big aesthetic and other values, the 
Xnlur tiger and the Amur leopard belong to such species. 
For endangered species, coilservation and protection measures must be carried out by a wide 
array of supplementary approaches. The measures can range froni increased level of habitat 
protection and species-management programs in tlle wild and semi-wild coiiditiolis to off-site 
protection in zoos, botanical gardens, and in gene banks. In other words, an integrated approacl~ 
inust l ~ e  applied in each particular case. 
This report has attempted to give an assessment of the influence of t,he industrial forest 
esploitation on forest-dwelling species of vertabrates in the Russian Far East. Tlie Anlur tiger, 
the Amur leopard, the Himalayan black bear, four endandered birds species, and changes in 
forest-dwelling bird communities, were chosen as esamples representing liey-stone species. 
Tlie sizes of species populations and distribution dynamics, causes of extinction, and relation- 
sliips to different forest nlanagement practices were analyzed. Assessmei~ts of existing protectioil 
measures liave been made, and future protection and conservation measures are proposed. 
From this study the following conclusions and recommendations can be made. 
The Far East is a unique region, having the highest level of species diversity i11 Russia. It 
is the only refugee of two big cats, the Amur tiger and the Anlur leopard (both of them 
are listed in the IUCN Red Book), and is the richest region of Russia in tern1 of bird 
species. Therefore, coiiservation of species and biodiversity is a problem of national and 
international concern. 
Tlle esisting systenl of protected areas in the Far East can not support the maintenance of 
the species in situ. Therefore, creation of additional protected areas must be undertalien 
in order to provide habitat areas for the species and corridors for nligration paths. 
Recent economic development paths, oriented toward intensified forest industrialization 
in tlie region are threatening the biodiversity. Intensive llarvestiiig coi~tlucted by the 
Rlissian forest iitdustry over time has detrimented wild populations of aniillals. Hoivever. 
iiiternational timber corporatioils presently operating in the region colild further destroy 
the threatened populatioils by using large-scale clearcutting. 
Tlle legislative basis and control measures for conservation of biological species are too 
weak and too inefficient in Russia with respect to poaching and destrl~ctioil of species 
hal~itats. 
International financial support for economic developinelit of' tlie Russian Far East a i ~ d  for 
biodiversity conservation are in contradiction and are not mutually coortlinatctl. 
C'onsiderable efforts have been made by scientists from tlie Far East Division of t l ~ c  Ilussian 
Academy of Sciences and the US Hornocker Wildlife Institute for elaboration of' the Amur 
Tiger Conservation Plan. 
A similar plan for conservation of the Amur leopard is not completed yet. 
The Himala,yan black bear population is decreasing rapidly and without effective protection 
ineasures tlie species is a pretendant for a Critically Endangered status. 
Primorskiy Kray hosts around 70% of the bird diversity of Russia. However, individual bird 
species a.nd whole bird communities are suffering froin non-sustainable forest esploitation 
and absence of control measures. Tlie process of replacing a unique ornitl~ofauna 1,. 
conlnlon Ellropeail species is taking place in Primorye. 
To protect tlle unique biodiversity of the region the number and areas of Zapoocdrzik.~ 
sllould be increased. Provisional reserves may be some of the existing areas of federal and 
local Z(il;c~,-niks. Tlie existing management regimes for the Zaknzrziks shollld be reviewed 
and changed. A set of National Parks should be established in the Fa.r East in order to 
increa.se the protected area network. 
The strategy for the industrial development of the forest sector should be reviewed aad 
should take the biodiversity status in the region into account. All large-scale clearcutting 
should be restricted, small-scale clearcutting and selective cutting sllould be adopted only 
after environmental impact assessments. 
Strong restrictive legislation and tax measures should be undertaken in order to dinlillish 
illegal harvests. 
Areas of leopard and tiger habitats should be designated for llighest category of protection. 
A four-pa,rty agreement on the principles of forest exploitation should be ela.borated and 
signed by the Russian forest industry, major foreign forestry investment groups, interna- 
tional biodiversity conservation projects, and the Far Eastern government. The agreement 
sllould be widely published and discussed. 
The .Amur Tiger Co~lservation plan should be a,pproved hy the Federal Russiaa Ciovernment 
a,nd its implementation sllould be supported by local authorities. 
.A Leopard Conservation plan should be developetl I)? coordiilative efforts of international 
field biologists, geneticists, governnlent authorities, and the forest service structures. 
Special attention should be pait1 to protection and conservation measures of uniclue forest 
conlpleses and individual bird species in Primorye. In addition to restrictions on logging 
of certain types of forests. the number of protected areas concerning specific birds should 
he created in order to save the unique ornithofauna. 
Figure 1. The Far East economic region of Russia. 
Figure 2. Esist,ing and recommended protected a,rea,s in Primorskiy Iiray. 
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Figure 3. Location of some of the international logging activities, future ports, and biodiversity 
conserva.tion programs. 
Figure 4. Geographical distribution of the Amur tiger a t  the end of the 19th century. 
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Figure 5.  Geographical distribution of the Amur tiger a t  present. 
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Figure 6. I lyl~amics of the Alnur tiger population in the Russia11 Far East .  
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Figure 7. Amur tiger co~~servation plan: Network of core areas. 
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Figure 8. Anlur tiger conservation pla,n: Zonings of land based on ilnportance to tiger conser- 
va,tion. 
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- Border of the leopard distribution in XIX century 
- Habitat areas in 1970s: 
1. Sikhote-Alin habitat area 
2. North-Western habitat area 
3. South-Western habitat area 
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Figure 9. Geographical d is t r ibut io~~ of the Ainus leopard. 
Legenda 
- Kedrovaya Pad' Zapovednik 
- Barsovy Zakaznik 
- Borisovskoe Plateau 
- Areas perspective for restoration 
(former Sikhote-Alin habitat area) 
I I - Potential area for expansion of 
Barsovy Zakaznik 
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Figure 10. .4mur 1eopa.rd: Existing and future protected areas. 
Legenda 
\ - Habitat area, according to Sysoev, 1957 
- Habitat area, according to Bromley, 1965 and Kucherenko, 1977 
Figure 11. Cieographical distribution of the Himalayan black bea.r in the Russian Far East. 
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Figure 12. C'ommercial purchases of two species of bear in the Russian Far East. Source: 
Bromley, 196.5. Table 1.5. 
MAIN SPECIES 
I .  Pallas's Leaf Wrabler 
(Phylloscopus properqulus) 
2. Coal Tit (Parus ater) I 
3. Oriental Cuckoo (Cuculus 
saturatus) 
4. Grey-capped Woodpecker 
(Dendrocopos canicapillis) 
I MAIN SPECIES I 
1. Oriental Cuckoo (Cuculus 
saturatus) 
2. Grey-capped Woodpecker 
(Dendrocopos canicapillis) 
3. Eurasian Treecreeper 
(Certhia familiaris) 




7. Yellow-breasted Bunting 
(Emberizia elegans) 











3. Yellow-breasted Bunting 
(Emberizia elegans) 
4. Japnese Tit (Parus minor) 
















and Eurasian Jay 
Figure 14. Challges in the winter bird coinmunities due to alteration of primary cedar- 
l~roatlleaved forest to the secoiidary birch-aspen forest in the Sikhote-Alin. Source: The figure 
i ~ )  ~011st1.11cted according to data given by Haritonov, 1978. 
Appendix 
Calculatioil of the theoretical dyllalllics of the Ainur tiger 
in the Russian Far East 
Assumpt ion :  The habitat destruction untl frclgmcntntion (lo not c~flect t lz~ r11iiz1r tigc~' ~ O J ) ~ I -  
lutiorz. I11 this case, the possible dynamics of the A~nur  tiger can be calculated in the follo~ving 
way. 
The dynamics can be described by two processes: 
the process of natural growth and mortality of the popula.tion (Svirezhev a,nd Logofet. 
1974), 
Nllatural = NO * esp ( ( c - ~  - P ) * t 
where a is tlle annual rate of birth, /3 is the annual rate of mortality, t is the nl~lnber of 
years passed, ATo is tlle initial number of the tiger population. i\iIlat,lal is the number of 
population after t years 
tlle poaclling impact is assumed t,o be linear over t in~e:  
n- = !YIlatUra1 - Ii * t ; 
~vhere I< is the annual number of hunted tigers, N is the remaining nulnber of indivitluals 
in the tiger population. 
According to  Yudakov and Nikolaev (1987), the birth rate of the Amur tiger is 3 cnbs in four 
years per female tiger or 0.75 cubs annually per female and the annual ~nortality of just 1)orn 
cubs is 50%) or 0.:325 cubs per year. So, P is equal to 0.375. 
The annllal adult mortality is estinlated to  13% in the entire tiger population. Therefore. 
the annual mortality rate /3 for females will be 0.26. a n d  it can be estirrlatetl that the grorvth of 
the tiger populatioll is: 
.ATnatural = ATo * esp((0.375 - 0.26) * t )  . 
The total time period studied is divided into three i~ltervals, accortling to  poaching scalc arltl 
available data (see section 5.2): 
1. from 1890 to  1930 annual number of tiger killed, Ii. is estinlated to be 90, 
2. fro111 1930 to 1947 around thirty tigers were killed, so I< is estilnated to 1,r approsinlately 
2.4 cats per year, 
3. from 1947 the tiger poaching was prohibited and Ii is set to zero. 
Results of the calculations a.re showll in Figure 6. 
E x p l a n a t  ions: 
1. Up to 1890 the tiger population was stable and oscillated around 1000 individuals. The 
theoretical nunlber of tigers in 1930 is considerably higher than the observed one. It can 
be explained by the habitat degradation caused by the rapid econonlic development of tlle 
region during that  time. 
2. The interval from 1930 to 1967 is cllaracterised by a stable increase of tllc tiger population 
with roughtly the same values in the theoretical and the ol~served cases. 
3. The calculated values for the time period 1967-1996 are also significantly lligller then 
observed. This difference is most liliely caused by habitat destruction and fragmentation. 
alld illegal huntiilg siinultaneously. 
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